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Abstract
Successful operation of a teleoperated miniature rotorcraft relies on capabilities including
guidance, trajectory following, feedback control, and environmental perception. For many op-
erating scenarios fragile automation systems are unable to provide adequate performance. In
contrast, human-in-the-loop systems demonstrate an ability to adapt to changing and complex
environments, stability in control response, high level goal selection and planning, and the abil-
ity to perceive and process large amounts of information. Modeling the perceptual processes
of the human operator provides the foundation necessary for a systems based approach to the
design of control and display systems used by remotely operated vehicles. In this work we con-
sider flight tasks for remotely controlled miniature rotorcraft operating in indoor environments.
Operation of agile robotic systems in three dimensional spaces requires a detailed understand-
ing of the perceptual aspects of the problem as well as knowledge of the task and models of
the operator response. When modeling the human-in-the-loop the dynamics of the vehicle, en-
vironment, and human perception-action are tightly coupled in space and time. The dynamic
response of the overall system emerges from the interplay of perception and action. The main
questions to be answered in this work are: i) what approach does the human operator imple-
ment when generating a control and guidance response? ii) how is information about the vehicle
and environment extracted by the human? iii) can the gaze patterns of the pilot be decoded to
provide information for estimation and control? In relation to existing research this work dif-
fers by focusing on fast acting dynamic systems in multiple dimensions and investigating how
the gaze can be exploited to provide action-relevant information. To study human-in-the-loop
systems the development and integration of the experimental infrastructure is described. Utiliz-
ing the infrastructure, a theoretical framework for computational modeling of the human pilots
perception-action is proposed and verified experimentally. The benefits of the human visuo-
motor model are demonstrated through application examples where the perceptual and control
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Recent years have seen rapid advances in fields such as robotics and sensor technology that are
fundamentally changing the way humans interact with the world. Improved robotics technology
has led to an expanding number of applications that range from self driving cars [7, 8], robotic
assisted surgery [9], and the wide availability of small scale unmanned aerial vehicles [10]. At
the same time, sensor capabilities have advanced and can provide inexpensive measurements
of human gaze and body motion. Combining these technologies allows for the investigation
of human performance while conducting tasks requiring human-machine interaction. Fig. 1.1
shows a robotic UAV operating in the Interactive Guidance and Control (IGCL) lab where
the operator gaze and motion can be measured. A systematic modeling approach utilizes the
data captured from experimental flight tests to characterize the human pilot’s interaction with
the vehicle and environment. The primary objective of the work that follows is to utilize the
pilot’s gaze to model the human perception-action processes and implement augmentations for
a teleoperation configuration.
The work in this dissertation is based around the multi-loop model of human control shown
in Fig. 1.2. The model is defined as a hierarchical control system. For each level in the hi-
erarchy, a reference is received from the next higher level. In addition, the higher level also
chooses the appropriate perceptual processes as well as decision models to provide the neces-
sary functionality (mental models in long term memory [11]). The models are switched when a
higher level in the hierarchy determines that the operation of the lower level requires a different
type of response. Based on the desired reference, the perceptual process extracts information
from the visual stream to characterize the desired state as well as the actual state of the vehicle.
1
2Figure 1.1: Lab facility for investigating human perception-action using a miniature UAV with
motion and gaze sensing.
In Fig. 1.2 the outer loop performs a planning function that identifies the current subgoal and
switches to the next subgoal when necessary. The next loop in the hierarchy, the perceptual
guidance loop, generates trajectories that will maneuver the vehicle to the defined subgoal. The
inner loop performs tracking and pursuit that follows the desired trajectory while rejecting dis-
turbances. To perform these functions perceptual processes are required to extract information
about the vehicle state, local subgoal, and environmental affordances. The different blocks in
the diagram represent the system components that compromise a human pilot’s perception and
action.
1.1 Motivation
Dynamic teleoperation in complex environments requires a human to extract task relevant in-
formation from the optic array and generate an appropriate control response. Successful tele-




























Figure 1.2: General framework for human perception and action.
environmental perception. Modeling the perceptual and control processes of the human oper-
ator provides the foundation necessary for a systems based approach to the design of control
and user displays used by remotely operated vehicles. This work considers flight tasks for re-
motely controlled miniature rotorcraft operating in indoor environments. Operation of agile
robotic systems in three dimensional spaces requires a detailed understanding of the perceptual
aspects of the problem as well as knowledge of the task and models of the operator response.
When modeling the human-in-the-loop the dynamics of the vehicle, environment, and human
perception-action are tightly coupled. The dynamic response of the overall system emerges
from the interplay of perception and action. The primary goal of this work is to investigate
the structure of human pilot’s perceptual and control processes and identify suitable models.
Once identified, models of the human-in-the-loop can be used to design more natural and in-
tuitive control interfaces that tap into the innate mechanisms and therefore reduce the operator
workload and allow the human and automated systems to each act in their areas of strength.
1.1.1 Teleoperation Example Application
Teleoperation applications cover a broad range of domains such as exploration, surgery, in-
spection, search and rescue, and surveillance. Remote teleoperation applications require the
operator to perform tasks based on limited information using perceptual processes that are
4usually structured to conform to the hardware constraints rather than natural human capabil-
ities. Typical hardware constraints include inadequate video resolution, limited field of view,
and poor depth information. Successful completion of remote tasks requires overcoming these
limitations while maintaining situational awareness. This work investigates automating remote
camera movement based on models of head-eye coordinated motion and augmenting the control
system to assist the operator. The goal is to improve situation awareness and reduce operator



























(a) The teleoperation configuration showing the information fil-










(b) Teleoperation camera, gimbal, vehicle, and task element.
Figure 1.3: Teleoperation block diagram and physical representation.
The most common teleoperation configuration utilizes a live video feed to provide informa-
tion about the remote environment as shown in Fig. 1.3. Two key considerations that need to be
5addressed for the teleoperation configuration are situational awareness and pilot workload. To
allow for adequate situational awareness, the camera must either have a large field of view or be
controlled by the operator. During highly dynamic and interactive tasks, like operating a minia-
ture rotorcraft or performing surgery, it is not feasible for the operator to manually adjust the
camera while simultaneously performing the task. If a fixed camera with a wide field of view is
used, problems can arise due to inadequate resolution in the area of interest or the need to op-
erate outside the set field of view. The pilot workload while performing flight tasks can be high
due fast acting dynamics and the unstable nature of the vehicle. Determining the appropriate
level of automation can be critical for reducing workload without impacting performance.
In teleoperation applications the information flow is limited in both directions. Fig. 1.3(a)
shows the components of a teleoperation system. The information filters GHead , GSense, and
GControl represent the fact that the operator’s sensing and control capabilities are modified by
the teleoperation infrastructure. On the remote side of the system, the control interceptor (like a
joystick) is often the only input information available. With advances in eye tracking technology
inexpensive systems are becoming available. Eye tracking measurements can be a rich source
of information that can be exploited to improve the perceptual processes as well as providing
knowledge on the dynamics of the remote vehicle. The gaze vector for the teleoperation system,
shown in Fig. 1.3(b), is the combination of the gimbal orientation and the tracked eye position
on the teleoperation display. Gaze provides a measurement of the human perceptual state and
can be exploited to estimate the state of the controlled vehicle as well as the key environmental
features of the remote system [12].
To improve teleoperation performance, models of the pilot’s perceptual and control capa-
bilities are identified and used to automate parts of the teleoperation task. First, the camera
actuation in Fig. 1.3 is controlled using the operator’s gaze patterns to achieve a natural visual
display and improve situation awareness. The human eye contains a small area of high visual
acuity that is relocated as needed to areas of interest through coordinated head-eye movements.
The models for head-eye motion are identified using experiments with the operator visually
tracking a moving laser point while wearing a pair of eye tracking glasses. The teleoperation
configuration exploits these natural capabilities by generating movement of the remote camera
that mimics head movements and simultaneously extracts gaze information relevant for control
of the teleoperation task. A second improvement is to implement an augmented control system
to assist the operator. The control augmentation generates the necessary signals to maneuver
6the vehicle for a specific task with the operator only needing to provide corrective adjustments.
1.1.2 Human-in-the-loop Systems
For many operating scenarios fragile automation systems are unable to provide adequate perfor-
mance. In contrast, human-in-the-loop systems demonstrate an ability to adapt to changing and
complex environments, stability in control response, high level goal selection and planning, and
the ability to perceive and process large amounts of information. During teleoperation tasks the
human operator and the automated systems provide complementary capabilities with the human
able to excel at high-level reasoning, task determination, spatial mapping, and guidance while
the automated systems excel at dynamic regulation, trajectory optimization, and path follow-
ing. Fitts [1] described the human-in-the-loop trade-offs and characterized the complementary
capabilities of humans and machines. Table 1.1 lists the relevant strengths of each.
Humans are better at Machines are better at
Stability in control response Fast control response
Adaptation to changing environments Repetitive and precise tasks
Pattern recognition and processing large amounts of data Processing information
Inductive reasoning Deductive reasoning
Performing when overloaded Multi-tasking
High level goal selection and planning
Table 1.1: Human-in-the-loop trade-offs [1].
Integration of a human operator and a remote vehicle requires overcoming significant tech-
nical challenges. Not only must the mechanical, electronic, communication, and interface sys-
tems all operate effectively, but in addition consideration needs to be given to the information
received and transmitted by the operator. In order to better understand the information require-
ments it is necessary to characterize the control mechanisms employed, in particular the per-
ceptual aspects for different control modalities including, regulation, tracking and more general
guidance. Key questions include what type of information is required for the different control
modalities and how the operator uses this information as part of the perceptual control mecha-
nisms. The goal is to model the capabilities of the human pilot and then utilize these models to
augment the control system. The augmented system reduces operator workload by moving the
7operation from a continuous control mode where the pilot provides frequent adjustments to an





Goal is to move operation
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Figure 1.4: Problem characteristics.
The general approach in this work is to model the pilot’s perception of information directly
obtained from the environment. Studies based on simple synthetic cues [13] overlaid on the
operator display, like numerical values for the vehicle state, may not capture the complexity of
the pilot’s perceptual processes. In real world applications, synthetic cues may not be available
due to lack of sensing or might not represent the full set of information needed for control. In
addition, synthetic cues typically show elements of the vehicle state and miss key interactions
between the vehicle, environment, and task. Investigating perceptual information obtained di-
rectly from the environment allows real-world studies that are not limited to scenarios where
adequate information can be overlaid on a display. The general approach also captures the
embeddedness of the agent and more fully describes agent-environment interactions.
Human operation of vehicles while performing guidance and control tasks requires the op-
erator to adapt to the environment while at the same time manipulating the system inputs to
perform the desired task. Modeling the human’s capabilities entails defining the information
extracted from the environment through perception and also identifying the form of control
response. To study the problem, the vehicle and environment need to be considered as two cou-
pled dynamical systems. The adaptability and stability characteristics of the human operator
emerge from the interaction of these two dynamical systems while taking into account the task
and constraints.
81.2 Research Statement
The central research question investigated in this dissertation is: how does the human operator
structure their control and guidance response? The approach is to gain an understanding of the
deeper characteristics of human-vehicle-environment interactions through modeling and anal-
ysis techniques based on dynamic systems and controls. Secondary questions to be answered
include:
 What is the representation of the information that is visually extracted by the human?
 How is the gaze used to estimate the state of the vehicle and task elements?
 How can the control action be modeled and identified?
The computational framework shown in Fig. 1.2 is proposed to capture the human perception-
action interaction for teleoperated guidance and control tasks. The control theoretical view of
human pilot modeling formalizes the pilot, vehicle and environment as a system that observes
the current state, compares this state with a desired state, and then takes action to move the cur-
rent state towards the desired one. This knowledge is also relevant for the development of inter-
active robotic systems. In particular, the concepts on perception and adaptability apply to any
system where the dynamics of human interaction are critical. The work in this dissertation fo-
cuses on modeling the system components highlighted in Fig. 1.5. The non-highlighted blocks
for the higher, navigation based level are being investigated in a separate research effort [14].
Once models are identified, the components are implemented as part of a teleoperation system
in order to alleviate operator workload and provide a natural interaction that mimics human
head motion.
The approach considered in this work focuses on tasks that require the operator to regulate
closed-loop control for a process with a high-bandwidth dynamic response and track desired tra-
jectories. Experiments were conducted on small scale rotorcraft in a static indoor environment.
The primary source of information is visual with the operator gaze being the key measurement.
It should also be noted that learning during multiple experimental runs is not investigated.
The basic approach is to model the low level perceptual process as part of the pilot’s feed-
back control mechanism. Historical attempts at modeling low level pilot control typically ad-
dressed single-axes problems. They also used simulated environments as opposed to real ve-




























Figure 1.5: Research focused on highlighted blocks.
from existing research in several key ways. First, this work takes what have largely been concep-
tual ideas on action-perception and structures them to be implemented for a real world problem.
Second, this dissertation investigates the perceptual side of the operator modeling problem and
looks at how the perception is coupled with low-level dynamic control. Third, the approach
utilizes the operator gaze to integrate visual action-relevant information with dynamic control
models of responses. Finally, the proposed approach uses a body centric spherical reference
frame that corresponds to human visual perception.
The goals of the research are summarized as follows:
 Build the infrastructure to capture the human perception-action interaction for teleoper-
ated guidance and control tasks
 Model the relevant human-in-the-loop perception and action components
– Decompose gaze patterns to provide information that can be incorporated into a
control strategy
– Estimate the vehicle state and task elements
– Use a multi-loop closed loop control architecture to model the human actions
 Apply the models for human perception and control to a relevant real-world problem
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1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation:
 Integrated the hardware and software infrastructure that captures measures of the human
and vehicle state and allows for the study of human/vehicle interaction.
 Established the methodology to collect and register the data needed to identify compo-
nents of the human perception/control models that includes operator control inputs, eye
tracking measurements, head orientation, and the motion of the test vehicle. Conducted
experiments with human test pilots and collected data for basic dynamic control tasks.
 Proposed the model structure that integrates human perception, internal state estimation,
trajectory generation, and control.
– Investigated a novel approach for utilizing gaze as the primary sensory mechanism
for measuring vehicle state and task elements.
– Determined a representation of the human pilots internal model of the vehicle state
and task elements (Internal Model Representation block in Fig. 1.5).
– Characterized the pilot’s control response by identifying models for the Perceptual
Guidance and Visual Tracking blocks shown in Fig. 1.5.
 Implemented natural augmentations for teleoperation to simplify perception and control
for the human pilot and demonstrated the benefits.
– Demonstrated a novel application that uses gaze to automate positioning control of
a remote camera based on models of the human head/eye system.
– Automated control actions while still allowing pilot input to reduce pilot workload
and improve task performance.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The dissertation outline is given in Fig. 1.6. As shown in the figure, the dissertation is orga-
nized into background information, description of the experimental environment, modeling of
the human perception-action capabilities, and an application example. The description of the
contributions of each chapter is given below:
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Figure 1.6: Dissertation outline.
 Chapter 2
Related work is reviewed that includes general cognitive models, human perception-
action, control theoretic models of human performance, human guidance behavior, eye-
head coordination and gaze, and multi-loop control analysis.
 Chapter 3
To investigate the human-in-the-loop perception and control processes a lab environment
capable of capturing the relevant information is required. This chapter describes the
hardware and software systems that capture the operator’s eye focus, head motion, and
control actions. This data is synchronized with motion information on the experimental
vehicle. The systems for implementing remote teleoperation are also detailed.
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 Chapter 4
The primary approach for understanding the human-vehicle interactions uses formal mod-
eling and analysis techniques from dynamic system identification and controls. For the
lab environment the dynamic hardware elements that need to be modeled are the heli-
copter and the actuated camera gimbal. This chapter provides the details on the system
identification method and the resulting dynamic models.
 Chapter 5
The objective of the flight experiments described in this chapter is to provide data for
identifying the structure of the human operator’s control response and patterns of gaze
that allow for the completion of a given task. Three experimental tasks are investigated
that involve stationary flight, linear motion, and circular motion. The tasks each em-
phasize different aspects of the human perception-action modeling problem. Metrics to
quantify the pilot’s performance are also defined.
 Chapter 6
In this chapter human control response is modeled as a trajectory generation component
along with feed-forward and feedback elements. This chapter discusses the Perceptual
Guidance and Visual Tracking blocks shown in Fig. 1.5. The structure of the low level
control loop and the control parameters are identified for linear and curvilinear tasks. An
approach based on Tau theory is used to generate the desired trajectories for the Percep-
tual Guidance block.
 Chapter 7
The objective of this chapter is to model the role and contribution of the operator’s gaze
motion in remote control operation of an agile vehicle (the Low Level Gaze and Internal
Model Estimation blocks in Fig. 1.5). The overall human-machine system is described
using a multi-loop manual control model. The sensing requirements for each loop are
established by investigating the relationship between the operator’s visual gaze trajecto-
ries, the vehicle trajectories, and the control actions. Lastly, a state estimation approach
incorporates gaze information to estimate the vehicle and environmental features.
 Chapter 8
An example application is presented that automates the positioning of a remote camera
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based on the operator gaze behavior and augments the flight control system to simplify
the task for the pilot. The camera is mounted on an actuated gimbal that uses real-time
gaze measurements to mimic human head movement. The control architecture is built on
models of head-eye coordination to provide natural head-eye-scene interactions. Control
augmentations to reduce operator workload are also described with experimental results
demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach.
 Chapter 9
In the chapter key conclusions are presented along with possible avenues for future re-
search.
 Appendix A
Gives an example of a traditional approach to vision based estimation.
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form for aerial teleoperation experiments”, 17th Mediterranean Conference on Control
and Automation, 2009.
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copter”, University of Minnesota, 2014.
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This dissertation models the perceptual and control processes of a human operator. Fig. 2.1
shows the different research areas that provide background for the work. The first section of
this chapter considers general approaches for modeling a human’s behavior and perception.
Following sections focus on specific aspects of the larger problem such as guidance behavior,



































2.5 Gaze Modeling and Classication
Figure 2.1: Related work sections and how they correspond to the proposed model structure.
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2.2 High-Level Human Models
In the literature, cognitive models have been developed by researchers from a variety of disci-
plines including psychology, computer science, robotics, human-computer interaction, cogni-
tive science, neuroscience, and human factors engineering. These models are high level concep-
tual constructions intended to cover a broad range of human behavior. These models propose
high level structures for human processing but lack many of the necessary details to implement
for real world scenarios. This section describes the key work done in relevant research areas.
2.2.1 General Cognitive Models
Cognitive models have been proposed to cover a range of domains and applications. Examples
include the Model Human Processor by Card [15] and Perceptual Control Theory described by
Powers [16]. Card drew an analogy between a computer’s capabilities and a human’s memory,
motor, and perceptual abilities. The approach modeled the cognitive and motor processing times
for a task through experimentation. The purpose of the model was to predict the time it would
take a user to complete a task during the design process. This work follows an idea similar to
Card in that individual model components are thought of as processing elements that can be
modeled. The Perceptual Control Theory model described by Powers is built around the idea
that human’s use feedback to adjust their actions so that the desired perceptions are achieved.
The catch-phrase of the approach is “behavior is the control of perception.” The idea that human
actions can be modeled as a nested series of feedback loops can be seen in Fig. 2.1.
Situation awareness (SA) as outlined by Endsley [11] involves knowledge of what is going
on in the environment and what is important with respect to the current task. SA concepts are
inherent in the proposed hierarchical control architecture in Fig. 2.1. The amount of SA needed
to complete a task can be defined as the aggregate of all the information found by the perceptual
processes (desired states and actual states) for the different levels in the hierarchy. Endsley
described the components that make up the definition of SA. The first component, perception
of elements in the environment, is clearly part of the perceptual processes in the hierarchy. The
second component, comprehension, can be seen in the levels that perform subgoal selection and
trajectory generation. The final component, projection or prediction, is seen in all the levels.
Action regulation for complex systems was discussed by Do¨rner [17]. The work breaks
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down the process into phases including goal elaboration, hypothesis formation, prognoses, plan-
ning, monitoring, and self reflection. Errors corresponding to each phase are described along
with potential reasons for the mistakes. Albus [18] proposed a multi-scale planning model that
used a hierarchical structure to model human response. In this approach the abstraction of the
representation increases with higher levels while the resolution decreases. Both Do¨rner and
Albus provide concepts that inherent to the model structure in Fig. 2.1. A final relevant model
was proposed in [19]. In the model the levels in a nested hierarchy have increasing bandwidth
when moving from outer to inner loops.
Pew [20] discussed the structure of human perceptual-motor performance and identified
three levels of organization. The lowest level acts as a simple servomechanism that generates
motor outputs to correct differences between the perceived and desired state. The next level
captures the human capacity to identify and implement patterns of motion based on the pre-
dictability of task and environment. The final level considers the goal and environment to call
from memory integrated patterns of movement. The structure defined by Pew is similar to the
approach utilized in this work. However, this work takes the conceptual ideas and seeks to
identify detailed perceptual and control models.
2.2.2 Human Perception-Action
Gibson’s school of ecological psychology was the first to emphasize the agent-environment
coupling [21]. The ecological approach to perception described a dependence between the
operator’s control response and perception. The control response is driven by the perceived state
of the vehicle and environment, while perception is largely defined by the movement resulting
from control actions. Consequently, attempting to study the perception and action problem by
focusing on either perception or action alone only captures part of the problem. To truly model
the human operator and capture the inherent flexibility and stability requires an approach that
investigates both.
Gibson also coined the term affordance to represent a features of the environment that
present an opportunity for action [22]. Investigation into perceptual aspects of affordances in-
clude work on the accuracy of affordance perception [23], relation to body dimensions [24], and
affordances that account for movement capability [25]. Using affordances as part of a control
strategy to guide action was discussed in [26]
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Based on the ecological psychology movement, research interest in a more formal dynam-
ics and control-based theory of perception and action has grown. Warren proposed a simple
model of behavior dynamics that describes the agent and environment using dynamical systems
theory [27, 28]. Warren’s approach integrates four main ideas: (i) the agent is embedded in the
environment, (ii) control is based on information about the agent-environment state, (iii) control
actions are specific to the current task, and (iv) behaviors result from agent-environment inter-
actions. Fig. 2.2 shows the basic dynamical systems describing the agent and environment with
e representing the environment state, x the vehicle state, a the human state, and u the control
action. The functions g, f , and k give the dynamics of the environment, vehicle, and human
respectively. Information is extracted from the environment with the vector i capturing the in-
formation variables and l defining the function that converts the environment state to human’s
internal representation. Finally, the control action u results from the control law b . This em-
bedded closed-loop perception-action cycle leaves many details to be elucidated regarding the
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Figure 2.2: Dynamics of the perception-action cycle.
Applications of this model have emphasized the role of dynamics in coordination, however,
results are mostly limited to simple tasks such as balancing an object [29], bouncing a ball on
a racket [30, 31], intercepting a moving target [32], or walking [33, 34, 35]. A well-known
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example is the catching of a fly ball by a baseball outfielder [36].
2.3 Human Guidance Behavior
Guidance includes a range of dynamical interactions, starting with the vehicle or body itself,
and then extending into the dynamics that encompass the entire human-machine or agent-
environment [37]. When humans operate in natural environments, such as a piloting in complex
terrains or performing surgery, they have to learn the patterns of interaction between the envi-
ronment and motion, as well as learn to extract useful visual cues. In [38] a mapping technique
was introduced to study the spatial characteristics of ensembles of trajectories collected from
precision interception experiments. Interaction Patterns (IPs), which are structural features
emerging from the dynamical interactions in the agent-environment system, have been recently
proposed as a way to formalize these concepts [38]. The IPs let a human organize their behav-
ior in ways that mitigate the various sources of complexity. Invariants in this larger system are
expected to play a central role in shaping the architecture responsible for integrating controls,
perception and planning processes. These results were integrated under a hierarchic model
in [39].
2.4 Perceptual Guidance
Models to explain perceptual guidance have been investigated for both animal and human guid-
ance behavior. The most widely accepted approach, called tau theory, originates from Gibson’s
ecological psychology and was proposed by Lee [40]. The central idea is that the visual and
motor systems form a unified perceptuo-motor system. The system utilizes a biological variable
t that represents the time to contact at the current closure rate. In the simplest form t = y=y˙,
where y is the motion gap and y˙ the rate of closure of the gap. An example of how t is calcu-
lated is shown in Fig. 2.3. One of the main benefits of the theory is that the ts are naturally
extracted by the visual system. Another strength of this mechanism is its simplicity, which
enables real-time implementation. The ts are generally not measured directly but manifest as
invariants in the flow field. A general shortcoming of perceptual theories, however, is that they
do not provide an understanding of the larger planning and reasoning processes. The theory
was extended to include the concept of an intrinsic action gap generated internally and how that
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Time to collision: 
Figure 2.3: Example of t for a helicopter moving towards an obstacle.
Tau theory has been verified for numerous simple control tasks in humans and animals. Ex-
amples include bird landing [42], hummingbirds docking on a feeder [43], foot landing during
long jumping [44], and drivers braking [40]. More challenging examples involving the coor-
dination between motion in multiple dimensions as well as the incorporation of tau guides are
discussed in [41]. Recent work has utilized the theory for investigating helicopter pilot behav-
ior [45, 46, 47].
Visual attention in the context of guidance behavior represents a recent research direc-
tion. Significant progress has been made understanding insect sensory guidance systems [48,
49], however these creatures occupy significantly different environments than humans, and
are confronted with more restricted planning and adaptation challenges. In humans, attention
models have previously focused on still images (see for e.g. the benchmark eye movement
datasets [50]). Itti describes a computational model of attention that incorporates saliency, inhi-
bition of return, coupling with eye movements, and scene understanding [51].
2.5 Human Control Models
Since the middle of the last century researchers have worked to model human control actions,
especially for the case of piloting an aircraft. This section details work on characterizing the
human pilot and discusses how the response can be modeled as a multi-loop system.
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2.5.1 Control Theoretic Models of Human Performance
Pilot modeling has traditionally been treated from three different perspectives: control theo-
retic modeling, psychophysical modeling and biomechanical modeling [52]. Research efforts
towards modeling the human as a controller first began in the 1940-1950s to study human mo-
tor performance with the first significant publication coming from Tustin in 1947 [53]. The
research investigated the manual control response of an operator targeting a gun turret. The
main contribution of the work was to demonstrate that a linear control law with remnant could
describe the operator response. Russell extended the work on human modeling by devising an
experimental method that simulated different system dynamics while measuring the operator
control action [54]. The work demonstrated that a human can adapt their response to compen-
sate for varying system dynamics. Elkind performed experiments using a wide variety of inputs
constructed from a number of sine waves of different amplitude and frequency [55]. From the
data, transfer functions were identified that covered a wide range of system characteristics.
One of the primary results in the field of operator performance modeling was the work of
McRuer on the crossover-model [56]. It was shown that for systems like the one seen in Fig. 2.4,
the combination of the human operator (Yp) and the system dynamics (Yh) can be approximated













Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the general tracking task in one dimension.
McRuer continued work in the area developing the quasi-linear control model [56]. Based
on the cross-over model and linear control models McRuer identified the transfer function of
the human operator for a number of system dynamics types [58, 59]. The work showed that the
same general loop transfer function L(s) = wc=s was valid for a number of situations with the
human operator adapting performance to compensate for the system dynamics. These models
focus on tracking and pursuit tasks in which subjects track a given visual stimuli.
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Kleinman and Baron developed a more advanced human performance model based on opti-
mal control theory [60]. The theory assumes that a motivated and well trained operator performs
like an optimal controller. The main benefits of Kleinman’s optimal control model include the
ability to deal with multi-variable systems and a close association with human information pro-
cessing principles.
A more recent control model of the human pilot was the structural model proposed by
Hess [61]. The goal of the structural model was to incorporates a more realistic representation
of human signal processing. The model shown in Fig. 2.5 captures the open loop neuromuscular
system, the operator’s internal model, the display, and the vehicle dynamics. The structural
model has been utilized to study a number of pilot characteristics including pulsive control [62],



















Figure 2.5: Hess’s structural model of the human pilot [3].
2.5.2 Multi-loop Control Analysis
In the 1960s Krendel introduced the Successive Organization of Perception (SOP) framework [66].
The framework described a progression of human control skill that starts out as compensatory,
moves to a pursuit type organization, and finishes as an open-loop response. SOP describes the
human internal processes that develop as skills improve. The idea also can be seen as identify-
ing the structural blocks necessary to capture the control response of a human pilot, namely the
compensatory, tracking, and open-loop components.
The multi-loop pilot model is essentially a form of embedded agent-environment model. It
describes the human control behavior in terms of a nested series of control loops of increasing
bandwidth and was proposed to describe pilots’ manual control [67, 68, 69]. The loops are
organized hierarchically as shown in Fig. 2.6 starting with the low-level attitude stabilization.
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Next, a guidance element generates trajectories to achieve the desired objective. Finally, the
navigation block performs goal identification and directs high level maneuvering.
Stabilization RotorcraftGuidanceNavigation
Figure 2.6: Multi-loop pilot model structure.
Analysis of pilot performance based on a integrated pilot-vehicle multi-loop model for he-
licopter maneuvers was proposed by Heffley [70]. The pilot modeling work was extended into
the Adaptive Pilot Model (APM) by Padfield [4]. The APM is based on the concept that the pilot
converts the complex coupled pilot-vehicle system to a simple relationship between command
and control output. The model utilizes a multi-loop architecture to capture the pilot response.
Fig. 2.7 shows the block diagram of the APM model. For a translation command Xc the pilot
generates an attitude q that moves the vehicle to X based on vehicle dynamics YAq . The pilot
model to convert the position error Xe to an attitude command qc is given by YPT . The pilot















Figure 2.7: Adaptive pilot model block diagram [4].
2.6 Gaze Modeling and Classification
Human vision provides the primary source of information for humans everyday activities, from
ordinary behaviors like reading, walking and driving [71, 72], to highly specialized tasks like
surgery, tele-operation and sports. Visual perception is achieved via the deployment of a foveated
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visual system [73]. The fovea spans a small optical angle in the visual field where high reso-
lution information is acquired. Humans extract knowledge about the environment by actively
orienting the fovea with the coordination of eye movement and head movement. this coordi-
nated eye-head motion is called gaze. This section looks at work on modeling the eye-head
motion as well as identifying the different gaze modes of operation.
2.6.1 Gaze Models Based on Eye-Head Coordination
Gaze movement is the transition of visual focus in space, which involves both eye movement
relative to head, and head movement relative to space [74]. That is, gaze control encompasses
the entire eye-head coordination, which is attenuated by the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR).
The eye-head coordination has been frequently investigated. Bizzi [75] proposed that the eye
movement is programmed based on the planned head movement. When head movement is si-
multaneously adopted, it reduces the magnitude of eye movement. In contrast, Guitton and
Volle [74] suggested that the gaze control system can utilize all available components synergis-
tically. More specifically, Wijayasinghe, et al [76] pointed out that the VOR would rotate the
eye backward to compensate for the forward movement of the head, minimizing the cost.
Head-eye coordination during gaze shifts has been mainly investigated in the psychophysics
field. Models explaining gaze orienting to targets have been determined for both ‘within’ and
‘outside’ the occulomotor range [77, 74, 5]. Fig. 2.8 shows the model based on [5]. The model
describes the combined head-eye dynamics during gaze shifts. Two aspect of the model that are
noteworthy are the independent control of the head and motor systems, i.e., head motion can be
controlled as a separate system, and, that initiation of eye and head movement is controlled by
different gating mechanisms.
In addition to gaze shifts, the smooth pursuit eye tracking mode is also relevant for teleoper-
ation systems. Smooth pursuit occurs when the operator is visually tracking a moving stimulus.
During smooth pursuit the eye remains focused on the moving object with the head-eye motor
system coordinating the gaze motion. Fig. 2.9 describes a closed-loop structure proposed by






























Figure 2.8: Model of head-eye coordination during gaze shifts [5]. The variables egaze, ehead ,
and eeye are the gaze, head, and eye errors. The gaze variables DGd , DG, and G˙ are the desired,
current, and velocity respectively. The eye position and velocity are given by E and E˙ with the
saccadic eye velocity being E˙s. Head position and velocity are H and H˙.
2.6.2 Gaze Classification
The vital role of vision explains the rising interest in recording gaze movement. Young and
Sheena [78] reviewed techniques for measuring eye movements, and categorized principal
approaches with respect to the associated eye characteristics, including electro-oculography,
corneal reflection, limbus-pupil-and-eyelid tracking, and contact lens methods, etc. Recent de-
velopments extend the range of application for eye measurement systems with high sampling
frequency, high precision, low cost and no contact.
Recent advancements in eye tracking systems technology enables the study of the mecha-
nism of active gaze movements during diverse tasks and conditions. Land [71] examined the
ways that vision contributes to behavior organization, and concluded that humans use gaze pro-





















Figure 2.9: Model of head-eye coordination during smooth pursuit [6]. The variables E and
Etarget are the current and desired eye positions. The retinal position, velocity, and acceleration
errors are given by errgaze, e˙rrgaze, and e¨rrgaze.
Hayhoe and Ballard [72] demonstrated that gaze movements are driven by prospects of re-
ward. In a study of guidance tasks, Mettler [79] found evidence that human pilots direct gaze
to identify the most information-rich visual cues (in terms of subgoals) as part of the trajectory
planning process.
Gaze classification has been realized based on the distinction in the kinematics of the three
gaze patterns, i.e., by setting respective thresholds of velocity and duration range. Salvucci
and Goldberg [80] focused on fixation identification and proposed a taxonomy of classification
algorithms with respect to spatial and temporal characteristics, including Velocity-Threshold
Identification (I-VT), Hidden Markov Model Identification (I-HMM), Dispersion-Threshold
Identification (I-DT), Minimum Spanning Tree Identification (I-MST), and Area-of-Interest
Identification (I-AOI). Komogortsev and colleagues [81] extended this research by introduc-
ing another algorithm, Kalman Filter Identification (I-KF), and provided recommendations for
the selection of the input parameters for each algorithm.
The three gaze patterns (fixations, saccades, and smooth pursuit) have been widely accepted
to provide essential insights into gaze movement. It is only during fixations and smooth pur-
suits that high quality visual information is acquired. Smooth pursuits are used to update the
dynamical state information needed for regulation [12]. Fixations are tightly linked in time to
the evolution of the task [72]. High velocity and short duration of saccades render the visual
system essentially blind, but they also reflect the economy of human attention organization [82].
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The performance of classification can be interfered with by several factors. First, the above
methods only classify gaze based on eye movement, while gaze movement needs to integrate
head pose information that is always recorded in a different coordinate frame from that of eye
movements. Specifically, head poses are in the inertial Cartesian frame and eye movements
are on the image plane. Therefore, conversion is required in order to register gaze positions in
space. Moreover, micro-saccades can also degrade gaze classification. These are low-amplitude
saccades employed during fixations and smooth pursuits as a correction mechanism that stabi-
lizes the retina and prevents motion blur [83]. A successful gaze classification algorithm needs




This chapter describes an integrated research environment specifically developed to exercise
and investigate guidance and control capabilities under human control, autonomous control,
and augmented control modalities. The lab facility is designed to implement tasks that empha-
size agent-environment interactions. The overall goal is to characterize these interactions and
to apply the gained knowledge to determine models of the underlying perceptual and control
processes. These models can then be used to design guidance and control algorithms as well
as human-machine systems. The facility uses miniature rotorcraft as test vehicles with a Vicon
motion tracking system and SensoMotoric gaze tracking system. Fig. 3.1 shows the proposed
model structure with the lab infrastructure described in this chapter highlighted.
3.2 Experimental Overview
The primary objective for the facility is to support experimental investigation of the deeper char-
acteristics of agent-environment interactions. The approach is to combine data driven methods
with theoretical investigation through the application of formal modeling and analysis tech-
niques from dynamics and controls. The knowledge can then be used to improve the design of
algorithms for autonomous systems as well as interfaces for human-machine systems.
One difference between this work and other investigations of miniature rotorcraft operation






























Hardware and Software Systems
to Measure Human Perception
and Control Along with Motion
of the  Vehicle and Head
Figure 3.1: Model structure with the lab infrastructure highlighted.
focused on the development of the estimation and control systems needed for autonomous flight.
Estimation and control are critical components of the overall platform described in this chapter,
but they are considered from the standpoint of how they interact with a human pilot. The
research enabled by the environment seeks to determine how spatial information is perceived
while performing various tasks such as navigation and precision maneuvering. Modeling this
type of perception and the corresponding control response of the pilot can give insight into what
control modes are best suited for a given task. By understanding the limitations and capabilities
of the human, the best suited control mode can be applied along with a level of control authority
suitable for the task.
The research agenda requires being able to run experiments with actual hardware compo-
nents that combine the effects of vehicle dynamics, environmental sensing, and measuring the
human’s perception and action. The lab facility was setup to use small-scale rotorcraft UAVs
due to their maneuverability and compact sizes. The rotorcraft play as much the role of tool as
the role of a flight vehicle. Fig. 3.2(a) shows an overview of the lab infrastructure where the
pilot operates in a “third-person” perspective, i.e., the operator views both the vehicle and task
from outside. A camera mounted on an actuated gimbal provides a teleoperation setup with a
“third-person” perspective as seen in Fig. 3.2(b). A final experimental configuration uses an on-
board camera to generate a live video stream that can be used to create a “first-person” ground
station perspective.
























(b) Third Person Perspective Teleoperation View
Figure 3.2: Overview pictures showing the lab setup for flight experiments with pilot (a) directly
observing the rotorcraft (b) operating in a teleoperation configuration.
record the relevant data ranging from vehicle motion to the control inputs and on-board sensors
(camera, IMU, etc.). In parallel, the key components of the lab facility are modeled so that they
can be integrated in a high-fidelity simulation with detailed photo-realistic graphical models of
the lab facility and the Akerman Hall [84].
For experiments with human subjects, measurement of the operator control inputs, head
pose, visual gaze, and field of view video are collected along the vehicle motion to provide data
for the investigation of the control and perceptual functions. The experimental procedure and
methods rely on collection of ensembles of trajectories. Using ensembles allows sampling of
the human behavior over larger domains and thus provides a means to extract information about
the larger strategies used for planning. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the main components used for human
guidance experiments.
The software environment is designed to support the combination of heterogeneous pro-
cesses and data from a variety of sensors. The system is integrated using the Robotics Oper-
ating System (ROS) [85]. ROS provides the flexibility to integrate processes through message
passing. Also, ROS’s open software environment helps to disseminate software to and from the































Figure 3.3: Architecture of the lab facility including computing, electronic and flight hardware.
3.3 Lab Hardware Components
The blockdiagram in Fig. 3.3 gives an overview of the key hardware components that make up
the lab facility. The hardware components include joystick user inputs, direct transmission of
control signals to Spektrum RC receivers, real-time readings from a Vicon motion tracking sys-
tem, and integration with onboard systems. Additional functionality includes an eye tracking
device for human perceptual experiments, a Kinect sensor for depth data and a simulation en-
vironment built using the RIPTIDE software developed at NASA. Table 3.1 describes the type
of measurements that can be obtained from the system. This section provides a description of
these hardware components and their usage.
3.3.1 Vicon Motion Tracking Cameras
The measurement and recording of the position and orientation of the aerial vehicles in flight is
performed by a Vicon motion tracking system [86]. The motion tracking system consists of 6
high-speed MX-40 cameras that are affixed to the walls of the lab. The cameras are connected
to a router and from there to a computer via an Ethernet link. Retro-reflective spherical markers
are placed on the vehicle to form a shape that can be uniquely identified. Once the Vicon
tracking system software (Vicon Tracker) has identified the helicopter as a tracked object, the
position and orientation information can be streamed over a network connection as shown in
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Data Source Type of Information Data Rate
Vicon Pose of each object being tracked 100 Hz
Joystick 4-axis control inputs from operator 100 Hz
Onboard IMU 3 angular rates and 3 accelerations 100 Hz
Onboard camera Images from forward or downward facing
cameras
15-30 fps
Onboard ultrasound Height measurement 100 Hz
Kinect Point cloud and RGB images 30 fps
Gazepoint Eye tracker Pixel coordinate of gaze on a monitor 60 Hz
Eye tracking glasses Image from field of view camera and im-
age frame pixel coordinate of gaze
24 fps
Table 3.1: Measurement data generated by the different lab hardware components.
Fig. 3.4. The system is capable of providing the vehicle’s 6 DOF motion in real time with a
sub-millimeter accuracy [87].
Figure 3.4: Vicon Tracker software.
3.3.2 Operator Gaze Tracking
Tracking the operator gaze occurs in two different scenarios. In the first a pair of eye track
glasses are worn while the operator to directly observe the environmental space and test vehicle.
The second scenario uses an eye tracking device that attaches to a computer monitor to provide
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gaze information while performing teleoperated tasks.
Gaze Tracking Glasses
Operator visual gaze tracking is achieved using a pair of Eye Tracking Glasses (ETG) from
SensoMotoric Instruments SMI [88] (Fig. 3.5(a)). The ETG system consists of binocular eye
tracking cameras that automatically compensate for parallax (making gaze tracking accurate at
different distances). The eye tracking covers a range of 80 horizontally and 60 vertically with
an accuracy of 0.5. A forward facing scene camera (1280x960 resolution at 24 frames per
second) records what the pilot observes. The scene camera has a field of view of 60 horizontal
and 46 vertical.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: (b) SMI Eye Tracking Glasses (ETG) and (c) view from the scene camera showing
the focus of visual attention as a red circle.
Data identifying the gaze location as well as the scene video are available in real-time and
are integrated into the ROS environment. Integration of the ETG system allows for synchro-
nized data from eye tracking data/video, onboard sensors/video, vehicle motion tracking, con-
trol inputs, simulated vehicles, and output from processing algorithms to be synchronized for
easy analysis. Fig. 3.5(b) shows a typical view from the glass-mounted scene camera.
Data collected from the ETG system provides information necessary to model human per-
ceptual and guidance processes. The gaze location and scene video can be combined with
computer vision algorithms to extract the features or objects that are of interest to the human.
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Analysis of the features in the environment can help build an understanding of what informa-
tion is critical for the different pilot control modalities. The gaze location can also be used as a
control input for human-machine interfacing.
Operator Display Gaze Tracking
During teleoperation experiments the pilot watches a video stream displayed on a 24-inch com-
puter monitor. To capture the gaze location on the display, a GP3 Desktop Eye Tracker from
Gazepoint is used. The device can measure gaze location at 60 Hz with an accuracy of 1 degree
or less of visual angle. The system has a software API for integration with the lab infrastructure.
Fig. 3.6 shows the device when positioned below the teleoperation display. In later experiments






Figure 3.6: Eye tracking for teleoperation experiments.
3.3.3 Kinect Sensor
The Kinect sensor provides depth information and traditional imaging. The depth data creates
a 3D point cloud that is complementary to the Vicon tracking data. The Vicon system can
be used to put all the data sources in the same reference frame (vehicles, operator’s head, eye
tracking vector, and kinect point cloud data) and provides pose information about objects in the
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experimental space. While the Vicon measurements provide very accurate information about
objects, the data is sparse. The 3D point cloud from the Kinect gives dense information about
the space. The Kinect point cloud data can be used to construct a 3D occupancy grid map using
techniques such as Octomap [89]. The occupancy grid can then be utilized for determining the
surface intersected by the gaze vector. This gives gaze information as 3D points that represent
the focus of attention in the environment.
3.3.4 Actuated Camera System
For teleoperation tasks a camera is actuated using a 3-axis brushless ARRIS CM3000 gimbal.
The basestation computer generates the the roll, pitch, and yaw control signals for the gimbal
based on the gaze trajectory with the goal of mimicking the head portion of the head-eye system.
A GoPro Hero 3+ Silver camera provides a high definition live video signal over HDMI which
is captured using a Blackmagic Intensity Pro card. The captured video is displayed on the
teleoperation display with a latency of approximately 120 ms. Since the latency is small and
only causes a minor degradation in performance, techniques for compensating for delay are not






Figure 3.7: Actuated camera hardware using ARRIS CM3000 gimbal.
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3.3.5 Controlled Laser Pointer
A laser pointing device was used to perform goal designation. The laser pointer was attached to
the brushless gimbal shown in Fig. 3.7. The gimbal was controlled to move the laser point along
a desired path on the floor. To achieve accurate positioning, the gimbal was tracked using the
Vicon motion tracking system allowing for the calculation of the laser beam ground intersection.
This system was used to identify and validate the head-eye system models.
3.3.6 Miniature Rotorcraft
The experimental environment described in this paper can be utilized with a variety of rotor-
craft [90, 91]. The main requirements that limit the size and configuration for the rotorcraft are
the ability to operate indoors and the ability to carry a sensor suite (requires a payload of at least
50 g). A range of different rotorcraft are available to conduct experiments. They include the
Blade-CX2 and mCX from E-Flite [92], the Big Lama from ESky, and the AR Drone quadrotor.
All are shown in Fig. 3.8. Table 3.2 provides their key physical characteristics.
CX2 mCX Big Lama AR Drone
Gross w. (kg) .23 .033 .43 .45
Payload cap. (kg) .05 * .15 *
Rotor diam. (m) .35 .19 .46 .20
Length (m) .42 .22 .46 .63
Battery (Li-Po) 2-cells 1-cells 3-cells 3-cells
Table 3.2: Physical properties of the rotorcraft.
Coaxial Platforms
The Blade CX2 helicopter is one of the primary aircraft used in the Interactive Guidance and
Control Lab (IGCL). The helicopter was initially used to implement and validate autonomous
guidance and control algorithms including the entire hardware and software system. Originally
designed for indoor hobby flight, the helicopter’s coaxial rotor system features a free floating
Bell-style stabilizer bar, which is coupled to the upper rotor, and a swash-plate actuated lower
rotor. Both rotors are two bladed and driven by individual electric motors. This helicopter has
been the most popular commercially available miniature helicopter in this size class. In spite
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of its small size and low cost it possesses all the significant functions of a full-sized helicopter.
Similar capabilities are shared by the smaller Blade mCX (primary vehicle used in this work)
and larger Big Lama Helicopters.
In manual mode, the helicopter is controlled through a standard RC transmitter with built-in
Spektrum 2.4GHz DSM technology. Lateral and longitudinal input are implemented through a
conventional swash-plate mechanism, which produces cyclic blade pitch variation on the lower
rotor. Onboard electronics consist of a standard 4 channel receiver with integrated rate gyro
for yaw damping feedback and dual speed controllers with mixing settings for heave and yaw
motions.
Quadrotor Platform
The AR Drone shown in Fig. 3.8(d) is a commercially available quadrotor that already comes
equipped with the necessary sensors. The sensors built into the AR Drone include an IMU, a set
of forward and downward facing cameras, and ultrasonic sensors for height measurement. The
vehicle also includes an onboard control system to stabilize the vehicle and transmit data over
wifi. The video and sensor data can be integrated with custom control laws, image processing
systems, or guidance laws.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Different rotorcraft platforms used in experiments, including the: a) Blade mCX, b)
Blade CX2, c) Big Lama, and d) AR Drone quadrotor.
3.3.7 Computing Hardware
The software architecture employed in the lab allows for distributed computing on heteroge-
neous platforms. The current configuration shown in Fig. 3.3 includes separate computer pro-
cessors devoted to the Vicon motion tracking, simulation, centralized functionality such as log-
ging and estimation, and gaze tracking. This section describes the details of the components.
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Vicon Processing Computer
The Vicon processing computer runs the Vicon Tracker software that was described in Sec-
tion 3.3.1. This computer is connected to a local area network (LAN) using a Gigabit network
card. The Vicon Tracker software streams the tracking data with a very small latency (order of
10 msec) to the base-station computer through TCP/IP. The tracking data include position of
the reflective markers as well as position and orientation of the centroid of the bounding box
of the reflective markers. Our current Vicon processing desktop computer has an Intel core i7
processor, 8 GB RAM and running Windows 7 professional.
Base-station Computer
The base station computer is the main processing unit for real-time experiments in the lab.
It hosts the operator interface, gathers the navigation data from Vicon processing computer,
receives measurements from on-board sensors, captures gaze tracking data, and controls the
helicopters with commands sent using a custom RC transmitter or Ethernet channel. Our current
base-station desktop computer has a 2.4GHz Intel Quad Core 2 processor, 3.2GB of RAM, runs
Ubuntu Linux LTS and is connected to the LAN. The user interacts with the base-station through
a USB joystick and keyboard interfaces.
Gaze Tracking Computer
To interface the SMI eye tracking glasses a laptop computer with a core i7 CPU was used.
The software for running the SMI eye tracking device does not provide an option for Linux
operation, so a separate PC running Windows 7 was required. The gaze tracking PC utilized
a custom program based on the C++ API provided by SMC to collect data and video from the
glasses. The data was then sent to the basestation computer using ROS messaging capabilities.
On-board Processing Computer
The off the shelf Blade CX2 and Big Lama helicopters were customized to include on-board
processing and sensors. The on-board computer is a Gumstix Verdex [91] board which runs
a scaled down version of Linux. It has on-board memory and wifi communication. The com-
ponents were selected to meet the payload limits and at the same time provide the function-
ality required for remote teleoperation, state estimation, and control. The on-board computer
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is connected to the LAN and communicates with the base station through 802.11g wireless
connection. Detailed discussion of on-board hardware platform are provided in [91].
Simulation Computer
The simulation computer is the main processing unit for the high fidelity simulation environ-
ment. It is used to simulate guidance and control algorithms in realistic 3D graphical envi-
ronments. The simulation computer can also communicate with the base-station and Vicon
computers to visualize the vehicle while flying in the lab or emulate virtual environments. The
user interacts with the simulation computer through the USB joystick and keyboard interfaces.
Our current desktop simulation computer has an Intel core i7 processor, 4 GB RAM, and runs
Ubuntu Linux 10.04 LTS.
3.4 Software Architecture
The real-time implementation utilizes the ROS architecture to handle the communication in a
multi-node application. This section describes the structure and functionality of the software
components.
The base-station software is written in C++ and integrated with the motion capture system
and other modules shown in Fig. 3.9 using ROS [85]. ROS is an open-source meta-operating
system. It provides useful tools and code libraries including message-passing services between
processes, package management and low-level device control. ROS is developed and supported
by Willow Garage and widely used in the robotics community.
The real-time software implementation utilizes the ROS architecture to handle the com-
munication in a multi-node application. For more details on the hardware and software refer










































Vicon 100 Hz Vicon Measured State
Eye Tracking Glasses 30 Hz Gaze Position in Environment
Gazepoint Eye Tracker 60 Hz Gaze Position on Monitor
Video Capture 30 fps Image from Actuated Camera
Teleoperation Display 30 fps Video Display for Operator
Head-Eye Control Model 100 Hz Estimates and Controls Camera Orientation
Logging 100 Hz Synchronize and Log Data
Joystick 100 Hz Joystick
Helicopter Commands 50 Hz Send Commands to Helicopter
Gimbal Commands 50 Hz Send Commands to Gimbal
Trajectory Generation 50 Hz Generate Commands for Reference Trajectory
Tracking Control 50 Hz Control Commands
Simulator Nodes 100 Hz Simulate Dynamics and Sensors




The primary approach for understanding the human-vehicle interactions is to use formal mod-
eling and analysis techniques from dynamic system identification and controls. For the lab
environment described in Chapter 3, the dynamic hardware elements that need to be modeled
are the helicopter and the actuated camera gimbal which are highlighted in Fig. 4.1. This chap-




























Figure 4.1: Model structure with the components to be identified highlighted.
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4.2 System Identification Method
System identification techniques typically fall into two categories: time-domain methods and
frequency-domain methods. In time-domain methods the numerical integration of the dynamics
can cause errors in the model output due to biases in the data. Additionally, the measurement
data needs to be filtered to limit the frequencies to those the model is designed to capture.
Frequency-domain methods provide an alternate approach that can deal with the challenges of
the time-domain methods. In particular, frequency-domain methods are well suited for system
identification of aerial vehicles as discussed in [93].
The models in this work were identified by first extracting the frequency responses for mea-
surement data and then fitting these with transfer functions using the FRESPID and NAVFIT
tools in CIFER (Comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses) respectively [94].
Modeling data was collected using the lab infrastructure described in Chapter 3. Experiments
were conducted where a frequency sweep control excitation was applied to one control input
while holding the remaining control inputs for the system constant. The input-output data for
each experiment was recorded at 100 Hz.
4.3 Blade mCX
The lab facility allows experiments to be conducted with a variety of miniature rotorcraft (see
Section 3.3.6). The experimental work in the following chapters utilized the Blade mCX, shown
in Fig. 4.2, as the main research vehicle. This section describes the identification of a dynamic
model of the Blade mCX using frequency-domain techniques. Dynamic models for the Blade
CX and ARDrone can be found in Appendix A. A more advanced system identification proce-
dure for a coaxial miniature rotorcraft slightly larger than the mCX was described in [87]. For a
more in depth discussion on the challenges and methods for system identification of helicopters










Figure 4.2: Blade mCX with the associated reference frame.
The model for the mCX can be decomposed into four parts based on the four control inputs
and the resulting responses. In this work the altitude and orientation are often held constant by a
human pilot for simple maneuvers and consequently the identification details are not provided.
The important control dimensions are the lateral and longitudinal inputs. The basic structure
of the vehicle to a longitudinal control input is shown in Fig. 4.3 [70, 4]. When a longitudinal
control input dlon is applied the helicopter pitches at the angular rate q. The angular rate is
integrated to produce the pitch angle q that combined with gravity results in a forward acceler-









Figure 4.3: Longitudinal dynamics.
A flight experiment to collect data suitable for identifying the model shown in Fig. 4.3 was
conducted. In the experiment a pilot performed 5 frequency sweeps of the dlon while holding
the control inputs as constant as possible. The helicopter was returned to a stable hover between
each sweep. The time histories for the experiment is given in Fig. 4.4. The figure shows the
control input dlon as well as the output variables q and u.
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(a) Frequency Sweep for Input dlon















(b) Resulting pitch angle q


















(c) Forward velocity u
Figure 4.4: Time histories for frequency sweep experiment in the longitudinal direction.
The measured data for the longitudinal control dlon, pitch rate q, pitch angle q , acceleration
ax, and output velocity u was imported into CIFER to extract the transfer functions between the
variables. Fig. 4.5 shows the resulting transfer functions Gdlonq, Gdlonq , Gqax , and Gqu are along
with the coherence for each. Note that transfer functions forGqq andGqax are not generated due
to their simple integrating nature. The transfer functions show a high coherence in the frequency


































































































































































































































(d) Transfer function Gqu
Figure 4.5: Longitudinal transfer functions with coherence. The top plot in each sub-figure
shows the magnitude of the frequency response, the middle plot the phase, and the lower plot
the coherence.
4.3.1 Attitude Dynamics
The pitch and roll in a miniature coaxial helicopter form a coupled 2-input/2-output MIMO
system. The block diagram for the coupled attitude dynamics is shown in Fig. 4.6. Separate
frequency sweep experiments are conducted for each input in the MIMO system. The input that
is excited during an experiment is called the primary input while the second input is only used
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to keep the vehicle near the center of the lab space. In the case of a longitudinal sweep the pitch
q is the on-axis response with transfer function Gdlonq and roll f is the off-axis response with



















Figure 4.6: Attitude dynamics.
The frequency domain analysis that extracts both the on-axis response and off-axis response
for each input sweep is a non-parametric method. The transfer functions extracted characterize
the system and can be utilized to fit a parameterized model. The transfer functions for the
attitude dynamics are shown in Fig. 4.7 along with their coherence plots and parameterized
model fits. The figure shows the on-axis models fit the transfer function quite well with the less



































































































(b) Transfer function Gdlonq and Gdlonf
Figure 4.7: Attitude transfer functions with coherence.
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The parameterized model for each transfer function take the form of simple Laplace equa-
tions where the parameters in the numberator and denomintor are identified using the NAVFIT


















Similar to the attitude dynamics, the translational dynamics need to be treated as a coupled
MIMO system. The translational system captures the dynamic response in the lateral or longi-
tudinal directions to the roll and pitch outputs of the attitude dynamics. The block diagram for
the translational dynamics is shown in Fig. 4.8. Using the same experimental frequency sweep
data the inputs to the translational dynamics are the measured roll y and pitch q angles with


















Figure 4.8: Translational dynamics.
The transfer functions for the translational dynamics are shown in Fig. 4.9 along with their
coherence plots and model fits. The results show a good fit with high coherence for the on-axis
responses. The off-axis response also provides a good fit with a coherence that is lower (though




































































































(b) Transfer function Gqu and Gqv
Figure 4.9: Translational transfer functions with coherence.
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The model parameters are identified using NAVFIT with the results taking the form of



















To verify the accuracy of the identified parameterized models a set of experiments was con-
ducted where a step input was applied to one of the control inputs multiple times. The measured
results show a distribution of waveforms for the roll f , pitch q , lateral velocity v, and longitudi-
nal velocity u. Each distribution forms an envelope that can be compared to the predicted step
response from the corresponding model. The model response for 5 step inputs applied to the
lateral control signal is shown Fig. 4.10. The figure shows that the time response of the physical
system compares well with the model predictions.
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Figure 4.10: Step inputs for the lateral control signal.
The model response for 5 step inputs applied to the longitudinal control signal is shown
Fig. 4.11. The model responses look like a reasonable match with the measured response.
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Figure 4.11: Step inputs for the longitudinal control signal.
4.4 Actuated Gimbal
The second hardware component with a dynamic response is the actuate gimbal used to rotate a
camera during teleoperation experiments. The actuated gimbal is shown in Fig. 4.12 performs
yaw y and pitch q rotations to aim the camera at the desired target. A model of the dynamic
response of the gimbal system is needed to build a control strategy that mimics the motion of




Figure 4.12: Actuated camera gimbal with reference frame.
A frequency sweep input was applied to both the yaw and pitch controls during separate
experiments. The resulting dynamic responses for each input were very similar, likely due to
the same type of motors providing the rotation for each axis. Due to the similarity only the
system identification for yaw angle will be shown. The block diagram for the transfer function
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Figure 4.13: Gimbal yaw dynamics.
The resulting transfer function and parametric model fit are shown in Fig. 4.14. The fre-












































Figure 4.14: Gimbal yaw dynamics transfer functions with coherence.
The parameterized model for the gimbal yaw dynamics transfer function was identified









The objective of the experiments described in this chapter is to provide data for identifying
the components of the human operator’s control response and perception. Fig. 5.1 shows the
model blocks being investigated by the flight experiments described in this chapter. Three
experimental tasks are investigated. The tasks each emphasize different aspects of the human
perception-action modeling problem. The first task, hovering over a designated target, exercises
the human operator’s capability to reject disturbances using feedback control. The second task,
flying to a goal, isolates the low-level perceptual guidance (tau gap) and control aspects of
the problem. The last task, tracking a circle, extends the low-level control model to multiple
dimensions and requires perceptual mechanisms to generate a reference trajectory.
Successful operation of remotely controlled vehicles depends on the difficulty of the task
and the capabilities of the human pilot. Quantifying the pilot’s performance can be achieved
through a number of data driven measures. The data available for analysis includes the vehicle
state, control inputs, operator gaze, and tracking error for a task. Measures of human perfor-
mance are often thought of in terms of “the big three” [97]:
 Speed (faster is better)
 Accuracy (smaller error is better)






























Flight Experiments  Emphasize Di!erent 
Aspects of the Human Pilot Model 
Figure 5.1: Flight experiments are designed to emphasize aspects the highlighted blocks.
In practice the measures are often a trade off with the most common example being higher speed
leads to larger errors. When comparing different visual and control configurations the preferred
configuration is the one that allows the most rapid completion of a task, results in the minimal
error, and requires less attention.
5.2 Experimental Tasks
This section describes the three experimental tasks investigated in this work. The tasks each
emphasize different aspects of humans interaction with the test vehicle and environment.
5.2.1 Hovering
The experiment in Fig. 5.2 involves the human pilot maintaining a stationary hover. This task
investigates the human pilot’s perceptual mechanism during simple regulation. The helicopter
maintain a stable hover over a target location marked on the ground. The pilot makes adjust-
ments as needed to keep the position as consistent as possible.
This task formulation isolates the perceptual mechanism used by the pilot during simple
regulation. The hypothesis is that the human pilot focuses attention on the helicopter and uses
flow information to maintain a stable hover. A second hypothesis is that the pilot will use
saccade motions of the eyes to measure the distance to the target.




Figure 5.2: Proposed experiment for hovering.
For a given length of the time the pilot will minimize the longitudinal and lateral position error
to achieve a stable hover. The experiment shown in Fig. 5.2 will be conducted for 60 seconds
for each trial.
5.2.2 Target Interception
The experiment in Fig. 5.3 involves the human pilot flying directly to a target. This task ex-
ercises the human’s low-level tracking control and the perceptual process for extracting the
feedback control signal. The control algorithm input signal is the tracking error represented
as a t variable for the gap between the vehicle location in the image plane and the gaze loca-
tion. The output of the control algorithm is the control signal corresponding to the dimension





Figure 5.3: Proposed experiment for intercepting a designated goal location.
This task isolates the human’s low-level tracking control and the perceptual mechanism
for generating a tracking error. The purpose of the task is to isolate the basic building blocks
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for modeling human perception-action. These blocks include the structure of the single loop
feedback control action, the representation of the feedback error signal, and how the reference
trajectory is generated (tau guide). The significance of the task is that it isolates the basic blocks
that are necessary for understanding more complex behaviors.
The first hypothesis is that tau theory, developed by Lee [40], provides a method for refer-
ence generation that is applied through a feedforward element to generate an open loop response
that maneuvers the vehicle from the start to the target. The second hypothesis is that existing
research on human pilot modeling, based on linear control, can provide a reasonable algorithm
for the model of the human feedback control action. Work by McRuer [58] and Hess [61] have
shown that a linear model structure can capture the human control characteristics. The third
hypothesis is that the gaze provides information on the reference trajectory.
The pilot is instructed to start from a stationary hover over the starting area and then ma-
neuver the vehicle to the target area at one of three speeds: slow, medium, and fast speed. The
experiment shown in Fig. 5.3 was conducted 10 times at each of the different speeds. For each
speed, the operator is instructed to keep the velocity as consistent as possible between each of
the 10 runs.
5.2.3 Circle Tracking
Fig. 5.4 shows a task where the human pilot tracks a circular trajectory. The objective for this
task is to exercise the human’s perceptual and control processes in multiple dimensions. The
visual cues differ from the simple stationary goal described in Subsection 5.2.2 and require
the human to generate an internal reference trajectory. The task also captures more complex
dynamic relationships between the perceptual mechanisms and control actions when performing
a curvilinear control action. The significance of the task is that it provides insight into the
characteristics of the human control functions for higher dimensional tracking tasks.
The primary hypothesis for the task is that the control characteristics of the human pilot
can be analyzed based on a curvilinear motion model [98]. The circle tracking task provides a
curvilinear trajectory suitable for analyzing the closed-loop transfer function and loop-gain.
The pilot is instructed to start from a stationary hover over the starting area and then proceed
to track a circular path marked on the ground. The pilot will perform 5 complete circles for each
experiment and the experiment will be conducted 5 times each at different combinations of





Figure 5.4: Proposed experiment tracking a circle.
function and loop-gain function will be identified for each pilot/speed/radius combination.
The result of this experiment will show how the closed-loop transfer function and loop-gain
can be used to characterize the human control capabilities for more complex low-level control
tasks. The control analysis will show how the control gain is adapted to provide adequate
tracking performance under different operating conditions.
5.3 Characterization Methods
When evaluating different control, sensing, and display systems it is necessary to be able to
measure changes in performance and operator workload for a defined set of tasks. This section
describes the metrics utilized. The metrics can be broken into three categories: speed, accuracy,
and operator workload. The definition of these metrics is given below.
5.3.1 Speed
For the target interception experiments the speed is calculated based on the time T to maneuver
from the starting position to the target. Since the distance is constant the velocity is v = 2=T
m/s. In the circle tracking task T is the time to complete one cycle around the circle giving
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Accuracy can be measured based on how closely the vehicle follows the desired trajectory in
the xy plane. The tracking error for each task is an integration of deviation from the desired
path over a single trial run. The error at a specific time is the distance between the helicopter
and the closest point on the task trajectory.
Fitts’ Law
Performance can evaluated based on the speed-accuracy trade-off. In 1954 Fitts published re-
search on the relationship between speed, movement distance, and accuracy. The approach uti-
lized a “Fitts Task” where an object was moved along a linear path between two locations [99].







where A is the distance between locations,W is the target width, and the linear relationship (con-
stants a and b) is empirically identified. A revised relationship was proposed by Schmidt [100].
Schmidt found that for tasks requiring a single aimed movement, a linear relationship existed




where We is the effective target width. To calculate We the within-trial error was measured to
find the standard deviation or “spread” around the target locations. The effective width,We, was
defined as the width necessary to capture 96% of the identified distribution.
5.3.3 Workload
An important measure for assessing a helicopter system for a task is how much workload is
required by the operator to successfully perform the task. The challenge in objectively and
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quantitatively addressing this question is that the both the task and human control include mea-
surable quantities such as control signal variation as well as subjective measures of the task
difficulty [101]. Two metrics based on the control signal are defined.
Attention Metric
The first workload metric is a measure defined by the attention functional in [102]. Brockett
defined an attention metric based on the control signal u, state x, and time t. The original metric
had two terms
 ¶ui¶ t 2 and  ¶ui¶xi 2. In this work we focus on the first term which looks at
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: (5.3)
The attention functional is intended to be a measure of how much effort the operator needs
to supply in order to complete a task. In general, the amount of effort is roughly proportional to
the magnitude and frequency of the control adjustments that the operator needs to make. When
executing a task where the control inputs are held relatively constant (such as a stable hover), the
attention functional would be small. A task that required significant control (such as navigating
a slalom course) would have a much larger attention functional.
Pilot Crossover Model
Another method of measuring operator workload is to look at the pilot crossover model origi-
nally proposed by McRuer [56]. It was shown that the combination of the human pilot (Yp) and






The technique used to determine the cutoff frequency was described in [103]. Using this
approach, the cutoff frequency is defined as the half power point of equation (5.5). In the
equation, Gdd is the auto-PSD function for the control inputs. The cutoff frequency provides an








Six undergraduate students from the University of Minnesota performed the flight experiments
in 5.2. The pilots were recruited from the aerospace department and had past experience oper-
ating RC helicopters. The test pilots demonstrated a range of skill levels. Two pilots possessed
significant experience and were able to complete tasks quickly and accurately. Another two pi-
lots had some experience operating miniature rotorcraft but performed with less accuracy than
the highly skilled operators. The last two pilots in general displayed the least accuracy. The
modeling work in subsequent chapters was based on the test data from the highly skilled pilots.
Flight tests were conducted in one hour sessions that occurred weekly. At the start of each
session a calibration procedure was required for the eye tracking system. The pilots were then
allowed to practice the task until they felt comfortable. To maintain consistency between exper-
iments the pilots were seated at the same location for all test flights.
Chapter 6
Model of Pilot Control
6.1 Introduction
Human control requires a number of processes and mechanisms acting in concert to achieve
the level of performance seen in skilled individuals. Pew identified three levels of control or-
ganization [20]. The most basic level of control generated by a human pilot is that of a simple
servomechanism where motor outputs act to correct the error between the perceived and desired
states. This basic control element can be represented by concepts from the theory of feedback
control and provides a basis for all higher levels of control organization. The next level of
control incorporates the coherence and predictability of the task and environment. The human
pilot generates a desired trajectory based on patterns of behavior learned from past experience.
The last level of human control draws from the environment cues that identify a goal to call up
from memory and an integrated motion model that can achieved the desired result. This chapter
models the two lower levels of the human pilot’s control organization for simple flight tasks.
The two components highlighted in Fig. 6.1 represent these two levels.
The chapter is organized as follows. The next section describes the structure of a linear
control model and identifies specific models for feed-forward and feedback control. Section 6.3
discusses human control when the vehicle moves along curvilinear trajectories. Section 6.4
provides an overview of tau guides and identifies a perceptual guidance model for a step task.






























Figure 6.1: This chapter investigates human visual tracking capabilities (blue box). The block
diagram shows how the different components of the overall model structure are related.
6.2 Visual Tracking: Linear Control
To operate a vehicle along straight trajectories the visual tracking component in Fig. 6.1 can be
modeled using dynamic linear elements. Fig. 6.2 gives a detailed breakdown of how the visual
tracking component can be implemented. In the figure the perceptual guidance block generates
a reference velocity which passes through a feedforward element to generate a control signal
d f b that drives the vehicle velocity to matchVre f . In parallel, the reference velocity is integrated
and compared with the actual position to generate a positional error xerr. The positional error
provides the input for the feedback part of the visual tracking system. The feedback element
generates an error correcting control signal d f b. The control signals d f b and d f f are added to













Figure 6.2: Structure of the visual tracking loop.
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6.2.1 Feedforward Control
The feedforward control element takes a velocity reference and outputs a control signal that
produces the desired velocity in the helicopter. In Chapter 4 a dynamic model of the miniature
rotorcraft used in the flight experiments was identified. A simplified version of the model from





Inverting the simplified model of Gdlonu gives the feedforward dynamics that map a velocity
reference Vre f to control signal d f f that will drive the vehicle to the desired velocity. Eq. 6.2
gives the dynamic model for the feedforward block GFF .
GFF = 0:724+0:357s (6.2)
6.2.2 Feedback Control
Based on the Adaptive Pilot Model described in [69] the pilot control model takes the form
of Eq. 6.3. Estimation of the pilot control parameters for the feedback element can be accom-
plished using frequency domain estimation methods [104].
YP = KP+KDs (6.3)
To estimate the control parameters Kp and Kd a forcing function is applied as a disturbance to
the control signal as shown in Fig. 6.3. The forcing function applied is the sum of multiple
sine waves that provide a rich excitation for the system [105, 2]. The multisine equation fd is






Data was collected for the hover task from Section 5.2.1. While the pilot performs the hover
task the forcing function is injected into the control input causing continuous displacement of
the vehicle. This requires the pilot to provide control actions to return the vehicle to the desired
hover position. For the hover task the reference angle from Figure 6.3 is constant resulting in
the error angle being directly related the visual angle. In this case measurements are available
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Figure 6.3: For the hover task, a known disturbance is injected into the control signal. The













Table 6.1: Multisine forcing function coefficients [2].
of CIFER was used to identify the parameters fo the feedback control block [94]. Figure 6.4
shows the transfer function fit forYP along with the nonparametric frequency response extracted
from the experimental data.
The transfer function fit in Figure 6.4 has a high coherence in the frequency range of interest
(below 10 rad/s) and provides a reasonable match to the experimental data. The parameters
identified for YP can be found in Eq. 6.5 with Eq. 6.6 showing GFB.








































Figure 6.4: The control parameters are then identified using system identification techniques.
In [4] it was shown that if the pilot-vehicle short-term attitude dynamics (stabilizing atti-
tude) are assumed to follow the crossover model [56], the dynamics of the free response to a
displacement for the complete pilot-vehicle system can be reduced to a 2nd order form with
natural frequency wn =
p
gKP and damping ratio z = gKD

2wn. Factoring in the gain from the
control signal d to the attitude angle at the approximate crossover frequency (wc = 1:0 rad/s)
gives a natural frequency and damping ratio of 1.39 and 0.55 respectively.
6.3 Visual Tracking: Curvilinear Control
6.3.1 Motion Model
Curvilinear motion is defined as an object moving along a curved path. In Figure 6.5 a rotorcraft
follows a trajectory that includes a curved path. During the curved part of the trajectory the
path is defined by the velocity v and the turn radius r. A constant velocity and radius a result in
circular path as shown.








Figure 6.5: Curvilinear motion defined by a velocity v and turn radius r.
of a point-mass or particle system defined by polar coordinates to give the following model for
radial acceleration:
r¨  q˙ 2r = an (6.7)
where r¨ is the inertial acceleration, q˙r is the inertial acceleration due to centrifugal effect and
an is the external acceleration representing the control input. Different physical processes are
utilized depending on the application. For an aerial vehicle, it is achieved by vectoring the lift
or thrust vector. For an automobile, it is achieve by the skin friction resulting from reaction
forces produced by steering the front wheels; for a bicycle, it is achieved by the reaction friction
resulting from the combination of change in body posture and steering.
6.3.2 Control Characteristics
Based on the nonlinear equations of motion, at a given time the system will be at an operating
point specified by the speed v and the angular rate q˙ , i.e., the operating point is given by the
point (v0;r0). In general the control behavior can take place over a range of operating points.
Basic dynamic characteristics and more specifically path tracking control characteristics can















Notice that this system has two poles on the real axis s=q˙0. One pole is stable while the other
is unstable. To be stabilized, using the acceleration as control input this system requires a zero
in the left half plane. This control can be realize using a a PD control element K(s) = Kp+Kds.
With this control system the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system is:
s2+Kds+Kp  q˙ 20 : (6.10)
The gains Kd and Kp of the PD elements can be selected to provide appropriate transient re-
sponse (damping and settling time). The settling time Ts = 4=(zwn) for the path following
should be about twice that of the attitude dynamics.
Note that the path following response characteristics depend on the operating point. In
particular the natural frequency depends directly on the proportional gainKp and operating point




. The derivative gain Kd determines primarily the damping Kd = 2zwn, where
z is the damping ratio. Notice that engaging in a turn while keeping the speed constant, will
decrease the natural frequency of the path tracking response. Increasing the turn rate decreases




= Kp  q˙ 2: (6.11)
Therefore, unless the proportional gain Kp is increased, the natural frequency will decrease.
The physical interpretation is that at higher turn rate, corrections in radial position requires
larger normal acceleration. Therefore, for the same perturbation in position d r a larger gain
is required. Note that this effect is consistent with piloting experience and other path tracking
tasks (e.g. bicycle or car). More details on the curvilinear control analysis can be found in [106].
6.3.3 Experimental Results
This sections gives a summary of experimental results conducted with a miniature helicopter.
The experiments were conducted in the Interactive Guidance and Control Lab (IGCL) [84] using
a miniature Blade mCX helicopter. The experiments were conducted using human subjects.
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Figure 6.6: Blade mCX helicopter during flight experiments.
The goal of the experiments is to investigate the human operator’s adaptation mechanisms.
Human operators have been shown to be highly adaptive in a range of control tasks [56]. There-
fore, some of the key questions are to what extend does the human adapt the path control
feedback strategy? What criteria govern the human control strategies; does the operator use a
constant gain, or does the human adapt the gain based on maintaining similar outcome? Re-
search in motor control suggest that humans adapt the control performance based on acceptable
error [107].
Method
For the experiments, a circle 1.5 m in diameter was marked on the floor in the lab as illustrated
in Fig. 6.6. The subject was instructed to fly the helicopter at four operating points based on the
following guidelines: The subject was asked to fly circles at two different radii and each at two
speeds. For the smaller circle the subject was constrained to remain inside the dashed lines and
for the larger circle, outside the dashed lines. For each the subject was to track the circular path
at slow and fast speeds.
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Loop Gain
The investigation of the human control performance is based on closed-loop identification. A
frequency domain identification technique was applied to identify the loop gain function. Dur-
ing test flights the pilot follows an internal reference of the desired trajectory. In contrast to the
automatic control where the path tracking controller receives a reference path, with the human
subjects it is not possible to explicitly know the internal reference trajectory utilized. The cen-
ter and radius of the reference circles can be estimated based on the trajectory statistics. The
estimate of the internal reference can then be used to estimate the tracking error.
If we assume that the operating point corresponds to the mean radial position, then the
observed closed-loop performance can be interpreted as the response of the system as it is
driven by a process noise n:
d r = Hd r0;d rn (6.12)
where d r is the deviation from mean radial position and Hd r0;d r is the closed-loop transfer
function.
If we assume a process noise with a uniform power and a variance based on the actual
process noise
n=N (0;s2) (6.13)
then the estimated closed-loop frequency response should be near the true response. The close-
loop frequency response can be estimated from:




where Gn;d r is the cross-spectrum for the radial position d r(t) and the process noise n corre-
sponds to the noise around the mean radial position for each experiment. Gn;n is the process
noise auto-spectrum. The frequency response extraction was performed using the FRESPID
tools from the CIFER toolbox [108].
Fig. 6.7(a) shows the ground track for the four conditions (small circle at slow and fast
speeds and a large circle at slow and fast speeds) where the small circular radius was slightly
over 0.5 m and the larger radius around 1.1 m. The mean for the slow velocity conditions was
found to be around 0.35 m/s while the fast speed was approximately 0.7 m/s.
Fig. 6.7(b) shows the histograms of the error magnitude for each of the circle tasks. Notice





































































































Figure 6.7: EData for human tracking experiment for the four operating conditions. The trajec-
tory data was used to generate the statistics for the key variables.
pilot’s tracking error bound is largely independent of the operating conditions and therefore
suggesting that the human adapts the path tracking gains.
Fig. 6.8(a) shows the second-order transfer functions fitted to the four frequency responses
extracted from (6.14) after scaling, to give a 0dB gain at low frequency. The estimate of the
loop-gain function can then be computed from
Lˆd r0;d r =
Hˆd r0;d r
1  Hˆd r0;d r
(6.15)
The magnitude for the loop gain function for all four experiments are shown in Fig. 6.8(b).
Table 6.2 gives the bandwidth, loop gain and crossover frequency for the four operating
conditions. The table also shows sr, which provides a measure of the experimental tracking
error for each trial. Data from a test pilot with an advanced skill level is shown.
The transfer and other loop gain functions show a clear increase in bandwidth with the
increase in turn rate. As expected, the loop gain shows a significant increase in the loop gain
magnitude (from -9.36dB for the large/slow circle to 6.14dB for the small/fast circle). The
extracted transfer function captures both the effect of operating point on the plant and the human
control element. The increase in the natural frequency in the closed-loop transfer function and
the increase in loop gain magnitude both reflect the increase in the human path tracking gain
Kp. The results show that the human subject adapts the feedback gain to achieve a similar level
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Table 6.2: Identified closed-loop and loop-gain characteristics (sorted according to angular
rate).
Pilot 2
Experiment wc BW L( jw = 1) q˙ sr
(rad/s) (rad/s) (dB) (rad/s) (m)
Large / slow 0.37 0.52 -9.36 0.38 0.158
Small / slow 0.83 1.40 -2.62 0.61 0.112
Large / fast 1.22 1.91 3.29 0.72 0.114
Small / fast 1.73 3.20 6.14 1.48 0.115
of tracking performance as measured by the error variance. Another insight attained by the
identification is that the transfer function damping decreases with increasing bandwidth, which
suggests that the operator is not as good at increasing the damping.
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Small−Fast Closed Loop TF
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Large−Fast Closed Loop TF
(a) Closed-loop transfer function





























(b) Loop gain function
Figure 6.8: Frequency response for the a) closed-loop control and b) loop gain transfer function
identified from experimental data based on (6.14-6.15).
Path Tracking Control Model
A deeper characterization of the control behavior requires parametric identification that captures
the feedback control parameters at the operating point. The experimental results shown in
Section 6.3.3 identified the closed loop transfer function for the cross track system. Using the
identified transfer function the control gains (Kp and Kd) for the outer loop of the crosstrack
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control system were identified using:
Kp = w2n + q˙0;Kd = 2Vwn (6.16)
Table 6.3 gives the parameters for the tracking control identified for the four different operating
conditions. The increase in the natural frequency in the closed-loop transfer function corre-
sponds with the increase in the human path tracking gain Kp. The human subject adapts the
feedback gain to based on task conditions to maintain a consistent level of error.
Table 6.3: Control gains for tracking control.
Pilot 2
Experiment q˙0 wn V Kp Kd
(rad/s) (rad/s) (1/s)2 (1/s)
Large / slow 0.38 0.83 0.96 0.84 1.60
Small / slow 0.61 0.78 0.15 0.99 0.24
Large / fast 0.72 1.15 0.34 1.84 0.78
Small / fast 1.48 1.64 0.44 4.89 1.46
6.4 Perceptual Guidance
Research on sensory guidance has demonstrated that guidance performance can be described
using relatively simple principles. The main approach, called tau theory [40], utilizes a simple
variable tau. Tau is defined as the time-to-closure of a gap at the current gap closure rate. A
second principle of tau theory is tau-coupling where two or more tau gaps maintain constant
ratio relative to one another. Gaps can also be closed using intrinsic guides, called tau guides,
that are internally generated mental models of the desired motion [41]. When utilizing these
tau guides, the externally perceived gap is coupled with the internal guide. The form of the
tau guide depends on the type of motion with examples being constant acceleration, constant
deceleration, or acceleration-deceleration maneuvers. The perceptual guidance block in Fig. 6.1
can be implemented to provide the reference trajectory for a given task based on the appropriate
form of a tau guide. For the step task an acceleration-deceleration tau guide is required. The
form of the tau guide tg is given in Eq. 6.17.





The tau guide is converted into a reference velocity by Eqs. 6.18 and 6.19 which are based on
the tau coupling principle and the definition of the tau variable.





Experimental results for the step task at slow, medium, and fast speeds show that the human
control response can be approximated using a tau guide. Fig. 6.9 shows the correspondence
between control signals generated using a tau guide and the actual controls from the human
pilot. The value of k was 0.3 and the T values (time to complete the task) for the slow, medium,
and fast speeds were 2.5 s, 5.5 s, and 8.5 s respectively. The control signal for the fast speed
plateaus due to joystick limits on the maximum control action.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter identified the visual tracking and perceptual guidance components of the proposed
model of the human pilot. The visual tracking was investigated from the linear and curvilinear
control perspectives. The perceptual guidance component implements the concept of a tau guide
to generate a reference trajectory for a given task.
For the linear control case, feedforward and feedback elements were identified. The feed-
forward component generates an open loop control response that drives the vehicle along the
desired trajectory for a task. The feedback element corrects errors between the desired state and
the perceived state of the vehicle.
The curvilinear control section described effects of changing operating point on path track-
ing performance based on classic control analysis. The main insight is that the path tracking
gain has to be adapted to provide adequate bandwidth and steady-state error. The results also
explain the type of mechanism required to adapt to effects of changing operating point and still
ensure adequate tracking performance. These insights are relevant both for design of vehicle
control and assessment of human performance.
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Measured Control
(a) Control for Step Task at Slow Speed

















Tau Guide FF Control
Measured Control
(b) Control for Step Task at Medium Speed

















Tau Guide FF Control
Measured Control
(c) Control for Step Task at Fast Speed
Figure 6.9: Augmented flight control provides a feedforward control signal to partially automate
the step task. A tau guide creates a reference velocity that is converted to a helicopter control
signal. The subfigures show the comparison of the generated signal against a set of control
human controls.
Chapter 7
Gaze for Guidance and Control
7.1 Introduction
Teleoperation of agile robotic systems in three dimensional environments can benefit from a
detailed understanding of the perceptual control mechanisms used by the operator both for
the design of operator interfaces and for the use of gaze information as part of the control
mechanism. The objective of this chapter is to characterize the role and contribution of the
operator’s gaze motion in remote control operation of an agile vehicle and show how gaze
can be used to estimate control relevant information. Fig. 7.1 shows the model components
discussed in this chapter. The components decode gaze and use the resulting information to
estimate the state of the vehicle and environmental features.
The goal of the work presented in this chapter is to determine and model the pilot’s visual
perception during precision remote-control (RC) operation of a miniature rotorcraft. For a given
task, the control problem involves processing visual input and transforming the result into com-
mands to the relevant musculature. Some of the key questions include: what type of information
is required for the different control modalities; and how is this information extracted and used as
part of the perceptual control mechanisms. To answer these questions an approach based on the
analysis of the closed-loop operator-agent-environment interactions within a control theoretic
framework is used. Experiments were conducted using a miniature remote controlled helicopter
with the gaze, vehicle motion, and control actions recorded. The resulting visual gaze data is
classified according to the typical smooth pursuit, saccades and fixations and then incorporated






























Figure 7.1: This chapter investigates gaze and how that information can be used as part of the
control strategy (blue boxes).
Figure 7.2 provides an overview of the experimental setup. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
lab provides capabilities for investigating human perceptual and control functions. The exper-
iments in this work were conducted using a “third person” modality. Based on the helicopter
dynamics, gaze patterns, and control inputs provided by the facility, the specific goal is to iden-
tify how the gaze is integrated with human control actions.
Moving forward, the knowledge about the coupling between perception and control modes
of a human operator can be used to design more natural and intuitive control interfaces. The
human operator and the automated systems provide complementary capabilities with the human
able to excel at high-level reasoning, task determination, spatial mapping, and guidance while
the automated systems excel at stabilization, trajectory optimization, and path following. At
one end of the spectrum, consider an operator interface utilizing the gaze patterns of the pilot.
This system could be integrated with a brain-computer interface such as the one in [109]. At
the other end of the spectrum, the pilot could maintain full manual control with the human-
machine control interface providing cues to compensate for the limitations of perception and
control capabilities. For autonomous vehicles the gained knowledge could help design sensors
and perceptual algorithms that operate based on extracted information.
The chapter is organized as follows. The following section provides a brief overview of pilot
modeling and visual perception followed by the elements of the modeling framework adopted in
the present study. Section 7.2 discusses gaze registration and classification methods. Section 7.3

















Figure 7.2: Experiment in the lab environment showing rotorcraft, Vicon motion tracking sys-
tem, and gaze tracking. The problem investigated in this chapter is to identify the interactions
between gaze patterns and human control actions.
a discussion of the gaze tracking behaviors that were observed. Section 7.4 presents the results
of the analysis focusing on the identified visuo-motor feedback for stabilization, tracking and
goal interception. Section 7.5 discusses a model for integrating gaze and control. Section 7.6
integrates the gaze information into an estimation strategy that generates output suitable for
control. Finally, section 7.7 provides concluding remarks.
7.2 Gaze Processing
The eye tracking system described in Section 3.3.2 generates a gaze vector in terms of the op-
erator’s head orientation. To fully utilize the information the gaze vector needs to be registered
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in a common reference frame and the gaze classified into it’s constituent modes. This section
describes the registration and classification procedures.
7.2.1 Registration of Gaze and Motion Tracking Measurements
Understanding the human perceptual processes supporting guidance and control capabilities re-
quires linking visual gaze with the vehicle, task and environment elements. The eye tracking
glasses shown in Fig. 7.3(a) provides a gaze vector relative to the pose of the pilot’s head. There-
fore, a registration procedure is required to put the pilot’s head, helicopter, and environmental
features in a common reference frame.
The determination of a reference frame for gaze is crucial for gaze classification. For in-
stance, a 3D inertial Vicon frame is able to provide information about where human pilots are
focusing, but the transition of the gaze point in this frame cannot reflect the magnitude of gaze
movement. For instance, two stars are far in space but close to each other from visual perspec-
tive.
The gaze should be transformed into a reference frame appropriate for use by human deci-
sion making and motor control systems. A spherical head centric coordinate frame is proposed
in [110] to describe the visual receptive field of flies and can be extended to humans. It is
used in this paper and represents gaze as azimuth (q ) and elevation (f ) angles, as shown in
Figure 7.3(b).
x
Origin of Eye Tracking Glasses 
reference frame (origin 
at the scene camera)
Pixel coordinates
for gaze location

































(b) Spherical Reference Frame.
Figure 7.3: Reference Frames for Generating 3D Gaze Location.
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Combining the gaze tracking glasses with the Vicon motion tracking system allows for
mapping 2D gaze into the 3D world and can also take tracked objects and project their location
onto a spherical head centric coordinate frame as shown in Figure 7.3(b). Registration of the
gaze measurements, helicopter motion, and other environmental features is achieved using the
Vicon motion tracking system, which generates a common reference frame. The pose of the
pilot’s head is tracked by the Vicon system and used to transform the gaze vector into a fixed
reference frame located at the average head position obtained during a given experimental run.
The fixed reference frame uses a spherical coordinate system and maps the combined head
rotation and gaze vector to azimuth (q ) and elevation (f ) angles. The Vicon system provides
the pose of the eye tracking glasses (ETGViconR,
ViconPETG) and helicopter (heliViconR,
ViconPheli) in the
Vicon reference frame. Since it is assumed that there is minimal change in the position of the
pilot’s head during a single run only head rotational motion is considered. The q and f angles
for the gaze vector in the fixed head frame can be found using:
Image plane (IP)) ETG frame (ETG)
) Vicon frame (Vicon)
) Fixed head centric frame (Head)
IP) ETG
The reference frame defined by the ETG has its origin centered on the scene camera of the
ETG as shown in Fig. 7.3(a). Gaze location is represented by the pixel location in the scene
image (1280x960 resolution). Based on the field of view (FOV) of the scene camera (60











Given the head pose (position ViconH and Euler angles ViconA) captured by the Vicon system, a
rotation matrix from the Vicon frame to the ETG Cartesian frame, ETGViconR, can be constructed.
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The unit vector of gaze in the ETG frame, ETGV = [cos(qETG)cos(fETG);sin(qETG)cos(fETG);sin(fETG)],
can be projected to the 3D Vicon frame by
ViconV = ETGViconR
T  ETGV: (7.3)
The depth information d cannot be captured by the ETG. It is recovered by intersecting the




ViconP=Vicon H+ViconV d (7.5)
where O is the helicopter position in the Vicon frame and n is the vertical vector.
Vicon) Head
The fixed head frame is determined as the average head pose during an experimental run. Gaze
registration is accomplished through the mapping from the Vicon frame to the fixed head frame:
HeadP=HeadVicon R  (ViconP HeadH); (7.6)
representing gaze as
qHead = tan 1(xHead=yHead) (7.7)
fHead = sin 1(zHead=d): (7.8)
With the fixed head frame serving as the natural frame for humans’ perceptive and cognitive
processes, the signal of visual stimuli (including the helicopter, the task configuration and the
environment cues) can also be transformed to this frame with (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8). This enables
the study of the relationship between gaze focus and visual stimuli, and provides additional
features for gaze classification, which is discussed in the following section.
Project Helicopter to Fixed Frame
The spatial position of visual stimulus (e.g., helicopter, start and target locations, etc.) can
be projected to the same coordinate system. Assuming unit radius, the gaze vector can be
converted to 3D Cartesian coordinates, mheadP in a moving head frame. The rotation matrix
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from the Vicon frame to the moving-head Cartesian frame, mheadVicon R, can be constructed with the
current head rotations (yaw, pitch and roll). Similarly, the rotation matrix from the Vicon frame
to the fixed-head Cartesian frame, fheadViconR, can be constructed with the averaged head pose. The
unit gaze vector in the head-fixed Cartesian frame can then be written as:
fheadP=fheadVicon R mheadVicon RT (7.9)
It allows for mapping 2D gaze into the 3D world and can also take tracked objects and project
their location onto a spherical head centric coordinate frame.
7.2.2 Gaze Classification
Gaze is the coordinated motion of eye and body (mainly head). Fixating a stationary object
while turning the head can have similar eye movement as pursuing a moving object while hold-
ing the head still. Therefore, the measurement of both head and eye motion is required to
classify gaze.
Basic eye movement is comprised of three components: saccades, fixations and smooth
pursuits, each having distinct kinematic characteristics. Saccades are the fast eye movements of
small durations used to redirect the eye to a new location [111]. Fixations take place when the
gaze is stabilized on typically stationary points [83]. Their duration spans longer time intervals.
Smooth pursuits are eye movements when the gaze follows moving visual stimuli [112].
These three basic eye movements can be classified according to their kinematic character-
istics, more specifically, by setting the respective thresholds of velocity and time duration. For
instance, the lower saccade speed limit for amplitudes of 5, 10, 20, and 30 were determined
to be 145, 196, 213, and 227 per second. These characteristics were obtained by analyzing
factors such as abduction, centering, eccentric, and across-the-center refixations [113].
During fixations and smooth pursuits, micro-saccades are employed as a correction mecha-
nism to stabilize the retina and prevent motion blur, so that high-quality visual information can




Experiments were conducted to investigate the pilots’ control capabilities. For stabilization, a
hover task was used; for tracking, a circle tracking task; and for goal interception, a step task.
Descriptions of the hover task and circle task can be found in Section 5.2.1 and Sections 5.2.3
respectively. Fig. 7.4 shows an illustration of the step task used that is a variation of the one
given in Section 5.2.2. Each test flight the pilot was sitting about 2m behind the center of the
task space and was required to remain stationary during the task. Each task was performed by 4
student test pilots with skill levels varying from moderate to highly skilled. Before each session,
the pilot was allowed to practice briefly before beginning a trial. The analysis in the following









Figure 7.4: Experimental step task used to investigate the low-level control and guidance func-
tions.
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7.3.1 Stabilization – Hover Task
In the hover task (Fig. 5.4), the subjects were instructed to maintain the helicopter within a
circle marked on the floor for 60 seconds. In addition, the objective was to achieve the most
steady hover, i.e., to minimize the velocity fluctuations. Further, they were asked to keep the
helicopter facing away from their body.
Figure 7.5 shows the gaze decomposed into a density plot of the smooth pursuit points and
step changes for saccades for a small hover area (0:25m in diameter). The gaze consisted of
primarily smooth pursuit points with a small number saccades to the center of the constraint
area (marked on the ground).














Figure 7.5: Gaze decomposition for the hover task within a small boundary area. The gaze is
shown in the task space with smooth pursuit points shown as a density plot and saccades as gaze
steps.
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7.3.2 Interception – Step Task
The step task (Fig. 7.4) allows isolating the processes of the perception-action loop along a
single dimension. The pilots were instructed to start from a stable hover over the starting area
and then perform an acceleration/deceleration maneuver ending in a stable hover over one of
four target areas. The latter was specified randomly at the initiation of each trial. Random goal
specification was implemented to reduce effects of accommodation.
Multiple experimental trials were conducted. Fig. 7.6(b) shows the gaze and helicopter ve-
locities for one trial. During most of the experimental flight time the pilot’s gaze operated in
pursuit mode and tracked the helicopter closely. The gaze velocity during pursuit follows the
velocity profile of the helicopter trajectory and suggests that the gaze can provide the measure-
ment of the velocity used for feedback control.
In addition, saccades take place systematically as the helicopter approaches the goal. Fig. 7.6(a)
shows the saccades from multiple step trials. The data has been transformed into a reference
frame with the goal at the origin and the starting locations along the negative q (azimuth) axis.
In the transformed frame the rotorcraft trajectory moves from left to right during a trial. The
saccades provide a measure of the distance remaining to the goal location. This is consistent
with what is expected from tau theory. Specifically, the saccades are measuring the gap that is
being closed for the task.
7.3.3 Tracking – Circle Tracking Task
In the circle tracking task (Fig. 5.4), the pilots have to track a circle (radius 75cm) marked on
the floor while minimizing deviations and holding the helicopter heading constant. Fig. 7.7
shows a single isolated run with the gaze decomposition into smooth pursuits and saccades.
For the majority of flight time the gaze operated in pursuit mode and matched the helicopter
trajectory. Saccades occurred periodically with the saccade moving the gaze to a future point
on the circular trajectory. The significance and purpose of saccades are less obvious in the
tracking task than in the goal interception task.
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(a) Trajectories and saccades for goal interception.



























Figure 7.6: Step task results: (a) Saccades during step experiments (multiple trials), and (b)
gaze pursuit mode and rotorcraft velocities in head frame.
7.4 Models
The experimental results provide evidence that during remote operation, the gaze, helicopter
dynamics, and control are tightly coupled. The next step is to determine models that describe
the gaze dynamics’ role as part of the helicopter control mechanisms.
7.4.1 Gaze Modalities Summary
The decomposition of the gaze trajectory into smooth pursuits and saccades reveals two primary
patterns. First, for stabilization and tracking, the pilot needs information about the helicopter
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Figure 7.7: Circle task saccades and pursuit for a one of the circle trajectory.
pose and velocity. Smooth pursuit gaze trajectories follow the helicopter trajectories as shown
in Fig. 7.7. The gaze velocities during smooth pursuit match closely with the helicopter veloci-
ties (see 7.6(b)). This information can be used for closing the velocity loop in Fig. 7.1. Second,
guidance control is clearly mediated through saccades. Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6(a) show that the
saccades move between the gaze pursuit trajectory and the target location. The saccades mea-
sure the gap (from tau theory) that needs to be closed or maintained for the task thus providing
feedback at the guidance control level.
In general tasks, the information necessary to close the guidance and control loops would
be available from the scene’s visual content, the peripheral vision and the information used for
the active control of gaze. During typical operation the lower-level control modes require pre-
cise, high-bandwidth information, therefore the assumption is that the peripheral vision plays a
secondary role. This is supported by the high correlation between helicopter control behavior
and the gaze pattern. For guidance tasks in unstructured environments, we would expect that
peripheral vision plays a more significant role since more global information about the environ-
ment and task elements must be acquired. This aspect is currently being studied and is beyond
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the scope of this chapter.
7.4.2 Pursuit Model
The low-velocity, smooth pursuit mode is primarily operating from visible visual cues within
the high-resolution region. To analyze the interaction between gaze and control during smooth
pursuit, the transfer function between the gaze and helicopter velocity was identified from fre-
quency responses extracted from input and output data. Fig. 7.8 shows the identified transfer
function. The input x, which is the stimulus for pursuit is the helicopter velocity, and the output
y is the gaze velocity. Frequency response and coherence estimates are computed from






where Pyx is the cross- and Pxx the auto-power spectral densities. At low frequencies (< 1Hz),
the gain is one and the phase is close to zero, indicating that gaze provides a near perfect velocity




































Figure 7.8: Identified transfer function between helicopter and gaze motion.
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7.4.3 Saccade Model
High-velocity saccade motion measures distances to features in the visual environment beyond
the currently visible area. Saccades, therefore, provide measurements that are needed to guide
motion including the tau gaps. The motion gap can then be used to generate a velocity reference.
The saccade mode generates information about the tau gap. The key variables for generat-
ing the tau gap information are shown in Fig. 7.9(a). The figure shows the three-stage sequence
starting with smooth pursuit followed by the saccade to a fixation point (t1) near the desired goal
location and concluding with another saccade returning to the helicopter (t2). This sequence
may be initiated multiple times. For a trained pilot moving to a previously visited target, sac-
cades may not be utilized. Fig. 7.9(b) shows the position distributions during the step task in
Fig. 7.6(a) based on mean and standard deviation for the three times t0  t2. It is interesting to
note that the saccades stop short of the goal by about 10 deg, which is enough to bring the goal
within range of the central eye field. Table 7.1 provides statistics for the key variables in the
gaze interaction model.
Table 7.1: Mean and Standard Deviation for Key Variables in Gaze Interaction Model for the
Step Task.
Mean Stdev
Variable q f q f unit
Gaze Position 0 -20.28 1.71 5.84 3.98 deg
Heli Position 0 -30.89 9.51 9.03 6.04 deg
Gaze Velocity 0 11.18 -2.53 21.15 2.41 deg/s
Heli Velocity 0 21.44 -3.25 8.04 3.89 deg/s
Gaze Position 1 -10.94 -0.12 5.85 3.58 deg
Gaze Position 2 -18.05 3.62 4.45 3.95 deg
Heli Position 2 -24.63 8.87 8.31 6.11 deg
Gaze Velocity 2 12.16 -5.36 17.36 6.69 deg/s
Heli Velocity 2 20.71 -0.96 7.21 3.49 deg/s
Two factors are critical for determining when a saccade is triggered. The first is the size of
the visual angle between the current gaze focus of attention and a task element. When the high
visual acuity area of the gaze is close to a task element visual information is captured about the
elements position. As the gaze focus moves farther away information about the task element
becomes uncertain and eventually triggers a saccade. The question to be answered is how close
does the gaze focus need to be to capture information on the task element. Based on the anatomy











(a) Key variables involved in saccades to a target.

























(b) Statistics extracted from step task.
Figure 7.9: Description of the saccade dynamics during the step task. The ellipsoids are based
on mean values for the position variables along with the 1s error bounds for the step task.
the visual field, the parafovea around 8 degrees, and the perifovea 18 degrees. Fig. 7.10 shows a
distribution of the saccades generated during a hover task with different visual angles between
the vehicle and target on the ground. The visual angles are achieved by hovering at different
heights. The figure shows that for 10 degrees (the fovea and parafovea regions) or less few
saccades are generated indicating sufficient information on the target is available and saccades
are infrequent. For gaze angles from 10-20 degrees (the perifovea region) the frequency of
saccades increases. Beyond 20 degrees the human pilot is continually generating saccades to
measure the target position relative to the vehicle.
The second factor in triggering a saccade is the time since a task element was last observed.
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Figure 7.10: The saccade frequency during hover experiments for different heights (visual angle
between the helicopter and target on the ground).
According to work done by Brown [115] and numerous others since, working memory decays
after around 15 seconds. The retention interval decreases as more items of information need
to be remembered [97]. To test how long a pilot can keep track of a distant target location a
step experiment was conducted with the pilot hovering over the starting location for differing
lengths of time before initiating the maneuver. As the hovering time increases the chance for
a saccade to be triggered increases. Fig. 7.11 shows the saccade frequency for increasing time
durations since the target was last observed. In the figure the number of saccades per trial
increases to nearly 1 or more indicating that enough uncertainty has accumulated since the pilot
last observed the target that a saccade is triggered.
7.5 Integrated Gaze and Control Model
The block diagram in Fig. 7.12 describes a notional model of the primary gaze and control
functions and their integration based on the teleoperation experiments. To visually track an
object such as a helicopter, coordinated eye and head movements must be generated (‘Head
Eye System’). In smooth pursuit, the gaze keeps the visual stimuli guiding the pursuit near the
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Figure 7.11: The saccade frequency during step experiments for different lengths of hover time
over the starting position (gives increasing lengths of time since the target location was last
observed as part of the task execution).
center of the eye field where the eye’s resolution is highest (about 10 deg region). For goal
interception the saccades provide anticipatory information about the goal location.
During visual tracking and guidance, pose and velocity measurements needed to control
the helicopter are derived from the motor control signal driving the head/eye system. This
information is first integrated within an ‘Internal Model’ that simultaneously estimates the goal
and rotorcraft state (position and velocity). This information is then used to generate a control
action (via the ‘Motor Control’ system) utilizing both open-loop and closed loop strategies. The
control output can be mapped into the helicopter frame using different strategies to overcome
the lack of depth information, for example assuming a constant height. For the goal interception,
the tau gap extracted from the saccade information provides anticipatory information. Under
conditions, entire segments of the trajectory can be generated and implemented in open loop.
Finally, as highlighted in the block diagram, the different components operate within different
reference systems. In some cases, such as in the ‘Internal Model’ and ‘Motor Control’, two




































Figure 7.12: Block diagram of a notional model of the gaze control and helicopter control
integration.
7.6 Estimation of Vehicle and Goal States
The ‘Internal Model’ in Fig. 7.12 can be described using standard state estimation techniques.
The key information that needs to be estimated is the vehicle state and the position of the cur-
rent task elements. A simple approach for estimating these values is achieved using a constant
velocity Kalman filter designed to estimate the vehicle position and velocity. Additional states
are added to the estimator to track the position of the target locations. Measurement updates
are generated by the visual system. During smooth pursuit, the gaze location provides adequate
information for tracking the vehicle as seen in Fig. 7.13(a). To estimate the goal position, the
visual system identifies the q and f angles of the target location in the head reference frame.
The distance of the visual features from the center of the fovea determines the measurement
covariance. This results in high accuracy measurements when the gaze is focused on an object
and low accuracy at approximately 15 deg away from the center of vision. The estimation errors
along with 3s bounds are shown in Fig. 7.13(b) and Fig. 7.13(c) for the vehicle position and
one of the goal locations. As discussed earlier, information about environmental features grows
more uncertain the longer the time since the feature has been observed. To capture this charac-
teristic, a forgetting factor l is incorporated into the estimator and causes the error bounds for
the goal position to gradually increase during the transition between locations unless a saccade
to the goal occurs. Once the vehicle is near the goal position, the error bounds decrease since
the goal is close enough to the high acuity visual area to provide update information.
The EKF time update equations, for a task of flying between two positions marked on the
floor, are of the form given in (7.10). The states x are the azimuth (q ) and elevation (f ) angles
for the helicopter and goal. The Jacobian calculations for the state transition matrix and the
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(b) Vehicle position error.

























(c) Goal position error.
Figure 7.13: Results for the vehicle and goal position estimation using the gaze data as mea-
surement.
matrix characterizing model uncertainty are given by F and Q. The update equations for the
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state and covariance estimate P are denoted by the last two equations.
x= [qheli; q˙heli;fheli; f˙heli;qgoal ;fgoal ]
F=
24 1 dt 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 00 0 1 dt 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0








2 0 0 0 0
dt2












0 0 0 0 0:01 0
0 0 0 0 0 0:01
37775
xˆk+1jk =Fxˆkjk
Pk+1jk = lFPkjkFT +Q
(7.10)
The EKF measurement update equations are given in (7.11). The observation vector zˆ, ob-
servation covariance matrix H, measurement covariance matrix R, Kalman gain K, and updates
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K = Pk+1jkHT (HPk+1jkHT +Rk) 1
xˆk+1jk+1 = xˆk+1jk+K(zm  zˆ)
Pk+1jk+1 = (I KH)Pk+1jk(I KH)T +KRkKT :
(7.11)
Other factors such the number of tracked objects near the center of the fovea as well as the size
of the objects could also affect the accuracy of the measurement, but are not considered in this
chapter.
7.7 Conclusions
The goal of this chapter was to characterize the coupling between gaze and human control when
using a multi-loop hierarchical control architecture. Experiments for simple tasks that exercise
the basic control capabilities were conducted. The experimental results demonstrate how the
gaze patterns can be decomposed into smooth pursuit and saccades. These visual cues were
then analyzed in conjunction with the helicopter dynamics and pilot inputs to determine the pri-
mary visuo-motor feedback mechanisms in the multi-loop human control system. The smooth
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pursuit gaze behavior was shown to provide a measure of the rotorcraft velocity needed for its
stabilization and regulation. The saccades, on the other hand, provide anticipatory information
for guidance both in the interception of a precise goal point and precise trajectory tracking. In
the step task, the saccades measure the gap to the goal location, which is consistent with tau
theory. In the circle task, the saccades provide predictive information about the future trajectory
as expected from the control model for precise trajectory tracking. These results provide the
key elements for the human visuo-motor control law used by operators for precise teleopera-
tion. Using the information extracted from gaze as updates an estimation model was designed




A significant aspect of the human visual experience is due to the head-eye coordination. At
the same time, the gaze control mechanisms are closely involved in the guidance and control of
movement. The video display in current teleoperation setups does not account for the natural
head-eye interactions and therefore can adversely impact performance. This chapter investi-
gates automating remote camera positioning based on the operator gaze behavior. The camera
is mounted on an actuated gimbal that uses real-time gaze measurements to mimic human head
movement. A second application example implements control augmentations to demonstrate
how the gaze can be used as part of the vehicle control architecture. Fig. 8.1 shows the compo-
nents relevant to each of the two application examples.
The primary contribution of this chapter is the development of a teleoperation system that
integrates eye tracking as part of the control architecture. The example applications implement
models of gaze to provide control of an actuated camera and control augmentations to simplify
the tasks. Secondary contributions include: i) the method generate saccades from the eye track-
ing data on the teleoperation display, and ii) implementation of the head-eye motion models and
control augmentations in a real-time teleoperation system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 8.2 gives and overview of the
intended application and overall system description, followed by a brief review of related work
































Figure 8.1: The components implemented for each example application are highlighted. The
blue boxes are the components for the actuated camera and the blocks inside the gray boundary
are implemented in the augmented control example.
presents results from the experimental validation including the comparison between teleopera-
tion configurations using a task difficulty rating metric. Section 8.4 describes an example ap-
plication with control augmentations along with experimental results. The paper’s conclusions
are given in Section 8.5.
8.2 Background and Overview
Teleoperation systems and the issues related to their successful implementation have been stud-
ied extensively. Autonomous or semi-autonomous operations have made important progress,
but for the foreseeable future human teleoperation will remain a critical modality in particular
for interactive tasks such as surgery or vehicle operation in complex environments.
8.2.1 Application Overview
The present work focuses on teleoperation systems for remote-control tasks. Experiments are
conducted using a miniature rotorcraft as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). The teleoperation camera can
be rotated to change the view of the environment or track the miniature helicopter during flight.
The system uses a GoPro camera mounted on a tripod with a 3-axis motorized gimbal that
provides controlled rotation of the camera to mimic head movements. A live video feed from
the camera is shown on the teleoperation display. The pilot sits in front of the teleoperation
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display (facing away from the lab environment), and operates the rotorcraft using only the visual
information from the display. The pilot’s gaze location on the display is captured using a gaze
tracking device and is used in conjunction with models of the head-eye system to automate
control of the camera orientation. Note that the helicopter mainly serves as a platform for
investigation. The general approach could be used in other applications where visual guided
motion is important, such as robotics, video games, or telesurgery.
8.2.2 Related Work
Approaches for teleoperation have been proposed to help overcome problems resulting from
a limited field of view (FOV). Voshell [116] developed a multi-camera system that provided
the operator a wrap around effect in order to increase the FOV. In [117, 118] FOV issues were
investigated with the conclusion that performance could be optimized by providing the added
capability to change the FOV. Zhu [119] actuated a camera based on gaze using a simple “move
to the center” method that actuates the camera to keep the gaze in the middle of the image. An
approach using gaze as a control input overlaid boxes on the display that allowed the user to
select actions by focusing the gaze on different areas [120]. Also relevant are applications of
human head-eye models for control of a robotic head [121].
8.2.3 Approach Overview
To this day, limited research has been devoted to the investigation of the use of gaze as an inte-
gral part of the control strategy in teleoperation [12]. In [12], the coupling between gaze modes
and human control actions was investigated. Experiments were conducted using a miniature
helicopter while data about the vehicle state, control actions, and operator gaze were recorded.
The relevant control information was extracted by decomposing the gaze into saccades and
smooth pursuit and examining the gaze patterns. In the following, the understanding about the
gaze interaction is used to optimize the teleoperation system. First, to optimize the live video
display and second to optimize the control modality. The goal is to provide natural experience
and exploit the head-eye control mechanisms. The effectiveness of the approach is evaluated



































Figure 8.2: Components of the gimbal control architecture.
8.3 Gaze Mediated Camera Control
To mimic head movements the approach shown in Fig. 8.2 was utilized. As seen in the figure,
the systems for gaze classification and gimbal control need to be defined. In addition, the gimbal
control model needs to account for the different modes of gaze operation, i.e. saccades and
smooth pursuit. This section describes experimental results and modeling of the components
highlighted in blue in Fig. 8.1.
8.3.1 System Overview
The block diagram of the gimbal control architecture is shown in Fig. 8.2. The key components
are the eye tracking device, the gaze classification algorithm, and the gimbal control system.
The eye tracking device extracts the location of the operator’s focus of attention on the teleop-
eration display with the gaze classification algorithm from Section 7.2.2 determining whether
the gaze is currently in a fixation, saccade, or smooth pursuit mode. The gimbal control sys-
tem takes the gaze location and mode to generate control signals that manipulate the camera
orientation to conform to natural head movements. In addition, the gimbal control system also
generates information for the control of the rotorcraft in the form of the rotorcraft velocity (V ,
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the estimated value of the human operator efference copy of helicopter velocity) and the gap to
close (tgap) with respect to the current subgoal for the task.
8.3.2 Gimbal Control
Gimbal control that mimics the human head-eye system requires different control approaches
for the low speed visual tracking of smooth pursuit and the high speed gaze motion of a saccade.
The appropriate gimbal control model is activated based on the current gaze mode (saccade or
smooth pursuit). This section describes the gimbal control architectures implemented for gener-
ating saccades and performing smooth pursuit that emulates the human head. The experiments
to identify the head-eye characteristics were conducted with the operator directly observing a
moving laser pointer while wearing eye tracking glasses.
Control for Saccades and Fixation
To model the human head-eye system response to gaze shifts of varying size, an experiment
was conducted using the laser pointing system described in section 3.3.5. The laser point on the
ground was controlled to produce steps of varying size that the human subject was instructed
to follow with their eyes. An example of the resulting eye, head, and gaze patterns is given in
Fig. 8.3(a). As seen in the figure, the eye has an initial fast response to a gaze shift while the
head responds slower. The combined head-eye motion generates a clean and repeatable gaze
shift.
The model used to control the gimbal during gaze shifts is shown in Fig. 8.4. The model is
based on Fig. 2.8 and generates a fast head velocity that is determined by the size of the gaze
shift. In addition, the controller captures the slow phase response necessary to correct the head
position at the end of the gaze shift. The control of each dimension (azimuth and elevation) is
treated independently with Fig. 8.4 showing one dimension.
The size of the gaze shift (S) is identified from the amplitude of the initial eye saccade. In [5]
it was shown that the amplitude of the eye saccade and the size of the gaze shift are linearly
related. Based on experimental data a linear model was identified to convert the eye amplitude
to a gaze step size (G) as follows
G= 1:8S 1:17: (8.1)
Fig. 8.5 shows the results from experimental trials that captured the initial amplitude of the eye
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(a) Head-eye-gaze time history for the saccade ex-
periment using eye tracking glasses to follow a mov-
ing laser point (in the body frame).

































(b) Head-eye-gaze time history for the smooth pur-
suit experiment using eye tracking glasses to follow
a moving laser point.

























Figure 8.4: Block diagram showing the configuration of the saccade and fixation gimbal con-
troller.
saccade plotted against the size of the resulting gaze shift. The linear fit shown in the figure had
an R2 value of 0:81. The fit shown in the figure converts the eye amplitude to a gaze step size. To
generate the head velocity reference the gaze step size is multiplied by a constant H˙sac = 1:25G.
The slow phase head velocity reference in Fig. 2.8 uses a constant gain to convert the distance
of the eye from the center of the display into a corrective head velocity. The slow-phase head
velocity reference is attenuated for large eye offsets to disable the correction during large gaze
shifts.
Control for Smooth Pursuit
Experimental evaluation of the head-eye system operation in the smooth pursuit mode was
conducted using the laser pointing system. In the experiment a chirp signal was applied to
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Saccade Size vs Gaze Step
   linear "t
Figure 8.5: Model of initial eye saccade size and size of gaze step.
move the laser point at increasing velocity along a trajectory that caused yaw movement of the
head. An example of the resulting eye, head, and gaze patterns is given in Fig. 8.3(b). The
figure shows that the eye and head coordinate to track the moving point with the head providing
the majority of the motion.
The smooth pursuit mode of head-eye coordination follows the model shown in Fig. 2.9.
The head control and dynamics for this type of system is shown in Fig. 8.6(a). In the system,
the gaze error (Gerr) is used in closed-loop control to drive the head along a trajectory that tracks
the desired target. The combined head-eye motion provides the gaze.
From the experimental data collected during the experiment shown in Fig. 8.3(b), the fre-
quency response was calculated for the open-loop from Gerr to H using the FRESPID tool in
CIFER [108]. A transfer function was fit to the frequency response using the NAVFIT tool with
the result shown in Fig. 8.7. The transfer function assumes a PID form (Kp+Kds+Kis 1) for
the control and second order dynamics for the head. The objective for the gimbal control system




























(b) Block diagram showing the configuration of the smooth pursuit gimbal controller.
Figure 8.6: Block diagrams for smooth pursuit control.
that feels natural to the operator.
To implement gimbal control for the smooth pursuit mode the block diagram from Fig. 8.6(a)
is modified to the form in Fig. 8.6(b). The assumptions used to make the changes are that the
eye error (Eerr) is equivalent to the gaze error (Gerr), which holds true while the target is in the
field of view and that the head control system functions to keep the eye centered on the display.
A PID controller was implemented rather than a more advanced control strategy in order to
match the existing model of human smooth pursuit presented in Section 2.6.1.
8.3.3 Experimental Results
This section presents the results from experiments conducted using the gaze mediated teleoper-
ation system.
Environment Sensing with Saccades
When a saccade is detected, a fast gimbal motion is executed to reposition the camera to point













































Figure 8.7: Frequency response and identified transfer function fit for open-loop dynamics from
Gerr to H.
possible goal locations (for details see [12]). While hovering over the start position, the operator
was instructed to fly to one of four possible goal locations. Due to the operator’s uncertainty
about the goal locations, saccades were generated to quickly verify the positioning of the goal
before beginning the maneuver. Fig. 8.8 shows an example of the head-eye-gaze during the
experiment. The figure shows three trials of the pilot flying the vehicle from a start location to
one of the possible targets and then returning to the original position. At the start of each trial,
a saccade is generated when the pilot is informed of the next target.
Performance Evaluation
This section compares the proposed teleoperation system with alternative configurations. The
first configuration used a camera with a fixed field of view while the second option had an
additional operator manually controlling the camera motion. The experimental task had the he-
licopter operator hover the vehicle over a location marked on the floor. Once a stable hover was
achieved the operator maneuvered the vehicle to hover over a second marked location. The task
of moving between the two locations was conducted approximately 20 times. The experiment
was executed at slow, medium, and fast speeds for each of the teleoperation configurations.
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Figure 8.8: Saccades generated by the eye tracking/gimbal system.
The Fitts metric defined in Section 5.3.2 was used to analyze performance. The experiment
defined the movement velocity and the teleoperation configuration as the independent variables
with We as the dependent variable. The expectation was that plotting the movement velocity
against We for the different configurations would generate approximately linear results with
the more challenging teleoperation configurations having higherWe values. Fig. 8.9 shows the
results for the three configurations and three movement speeds. Based on the analysis, the
proposed approach was the easiest for the operator while the manually operated camera proved
the most difficult. The hypothesis for the narrower range of speed for the manually controlled
camera is that the pilot had more difficulty perceiving the helicopter motion than for the other
two configurations. The pilot reduced the speed for the medium and fast cases to compensate
for impaired perceptual abilities.
Obstacle Avoidance
To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed system for a more complex task, experiments
were conducted using the task configuration shown in Fig. 8.10. During this task, the operator’s
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(a) Error versus speed comparison.



















(b) Effective width versus speed comparison.
Figure 8.9: Comparison of task difficulty for different teleoperation configurations.
head-eye direction would typically start in smooth pursuit mode to support the continuous mo-
tion of the helicopter. As the helicopter approaches the first obstacle an anticipatory saccade is
used to identify an appropriate subgoal location. A return saccade moves the gaze back to the
helicopter trajectory where the smooth pursuit mode resumes. This basic interaction has been
investigated in our related research [12, 38]. The goal of this work is to investigate the use of
information from an eye tracking system to generate control signals for positioning an actuated
camera and augment the operator control input.
The experiments are organized according to two configurations. In the baseline configura-
tion, the camera is controlled separately by an additional operator. In the test configuration, the
camera is controlled based on the operator’s visual gaze pattern. The hypothesis is that under the
baseline configuration the external camera control compromises the natural head-eye system.
In particular, when the human head-eye coordination processes do not operate in their natural
form, it is expected that the operator will have more difficulty obtaining quality helicopter po-
sitioning and velocity information. It is also expected to increase the mental workload. As a
result, there should be a degradation in the helicopter control performance.
Experimental results for the two test cases are shown in Fig. 8.11. The figure shows a subset
of the successful trajectories for each case. The first observation is that the trajectories with the
automated camera are smoother and have significantly smaller deviations from the expected tra-
jectory (note the looping behavior exhibited in the manual control test). A second observation is

















Figure 8.10: Description of gaze pattern for example teleoperation task.
occasionally made it difficult to keep the helicopter in the field of view. A final, subjective, ob-
servation was that the automated camera provided a more natural perceptual experience. Since
the automated camera mimics the human head, the operator is able to easily incorporate the
camera motion into the perceptual process. For manual camera control the camera movement
was periodically out of sync with the pilot expectations making the visual optical flow conflict
with expected vehicle motion. When the optical flow (due to camera motion) runs counter to
the vehicle motion it can be challenging for the human operator to merge the information into a
final motion estimate for the vehicle which can lead to poor or even unstable control.
8.4 Augmented Flight Control
A second application example builds on the automated camera gimbal from the previous section.
In addition to controlling the camera, processes are implemented to estimate the state of the
vehicle and task elements using gaze, generate perceptual guidance trajectories, and perform
visual tracking. Experiments using a step task demonstrate the system capabilities. Fig. 8.1
shows the components implemented inside the gray box.
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(a) Test flights with automated control of camera
motion.















(b) Flight tests with a second operator manually
controlling the camera motion.
Figure 8.11: Experimental data for trial investigating benefits of automated control of camera
in smooth pursuit mode. The green circles are the starting locations, the red boxes show the
obstacle locations, and the blue lines the helicopter trajectories.
8.4.1 Implementation of Augmented Control
The procedure for automating the camera gimbal was presented in the previous section. The
implementation of the remaining components from Fig. 8.1 follows directly from the results of
Chapters 6 and 7. The internal model for estimation of the local subgoal and vehicle state was
described in Section 7.6. The approach for generating a reference velocity based on the concept
of a tau guide is defined in Section 6.4. Finally, the visual tracking component identified in
Section 6.2 provided the feedback and feed-forward functions. The only change to the control
models was a slight reduction in the feedback gains due to the 120 ms delay in the video feed
of the teleoperation system. The individual elements were implemented as real-time processes
that were integrated into the ROS software environment described in Section 3.4.
8.4.2 Experimental Results
A set of flight experiments was conducted using the teleoperation system with augmented con-
trol. The pilots’ were asked to perform the step task from Section 5.2.2. At the beginning of the
task the pilot was instructed to achieve a stable hover over the initial location and then signal
the start of the motion by toggling a switch on the joystick. The augmented control system
would then generate a control signal to move the vehicle to the target location with the pilot
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having the capability to correct errors in the trajectory using the joystick lateral and longitu-
dinal control inputs. In general, the majority of the motion was successfully handled by the
control augmentation with the pilot only providing minimal corrective action around the target.
Fig. 8.12 shows a comparison between a system configuration that only automated the cam-
era motion and a system with the full control augmentation. The workload metric was defined
in Section 5.3.3 and the accuracy (given by effective width We) in Section 5.3.2. As seen in
Fig. 8.12(a), the augmented control configuration had a significantly lower workload than the
automated camera configuration. This indicates that the control augmentation is able to suc-
cessfully take over a large portion of the control action, thus reducing the workload on the pilot.
Fig. 8.12(b) demonstrates that the augmented control system also does well when comparing
accuracy. The augmented control configuration has slightly worse accuracy at low speed when
compared to the automated camera configuration, but as the speed increases the augmented
control clearly performs better.














(a) Workload versus speed comparison.


















(b) Effective width versus speed comparison.
Figure 8.12: Comparison of operator workload for different teleoperation configurations.
In Chapter 5 a set of metrics for evaluating performance was defined based on “the big
three” of speed, accuracy, and workload. Fig. 8.13 shows the metrics on a single plot to make
comparison between configurations easier. The configurations tested were a fixed camera, a
manually controlled camera (by a second operator), the automated camera of Section 8.3, and
the augmented control approach. The Figs. 8.13(a) and 8.13(b) show results for the step task
when performed at medium and fast speeds. In the figures lower values in each dimension
(accuracy, velocity, and workload) are considered better performance. At medium speed the
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augmented control configuration had the best accuracy and velocity and second best workload
(behind the manually controlled camera). For fast speed, the augmented control provided the
























Figure 8.13: Comparison of speed, accuracy, and workload trade off for different teleoperation
configurations.
8.5 Conclusions
The chapter described two application examples. The first application automated the positioning
of a remote camera based on measurement of the operator’s gaze. The camera position control
system is based on models of head-eye coordination that are adapted to use eye tracking data as
the input. The proposed architecture enables control of the remote camera that mimics human
head movement and consequently is more natural for the operator. The second application
example augmented the control system to aid the pilot during flight tests.
The proposed automated camera gimbal was evaluated using a version of Fitts Law that
showed the system exhibited improved performance in comparison to a fixed or manually op-
erated camera. Experimental results also showed the benefits of the system for a more complex
obstacle avoidance task. When compared to the manually operated camera configuration, the
proposed system demonstrated smoother trajectories and fewer failures.
The augmented control configuration demonstrated better performance for the accuracy,
speed, and workload metrics when compared to the other teleoperation configurations (a fixed
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camera, a manually controlled camera, and a camera with automated motion). Subjective com-
ments by the test pilots confirmed the benefits of the augmented control system in that they
thought the system made the task easier and was preferable to the other configurations.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Directions
9.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation we presented a general framework to model a human operator’s control and
guidance response. The framework captures the human-vehicle-environment interactions using
modeling techniques based on dynamic systems and controls. A multi-loop architecture orga-
nizes the control response into three levels. The lowest level acts as a simple control element
to perform visual tracking. The next level, perceptual guidance, employs learned patterns of
motion to close gaps between the perceived state and the desired state. The final level consid-
ers the task and environment to determine the current subgoal. This dissertation characterized
the first two levels of the multi-loop control architecture and identified specific models for the
perceptual guidance and visual tracking components. With respect to perception, the visual in-
formation extracted by the human operator is registered in a body centric spherical reference
frame that corresponds to human visual perception. Decomposition of gaze measurements into
smooth pursuit and saccades provided the information necessary to estimate the state of the
vehicle and task elements.
The dissertation begins with a description of the hardware and software infrastructure nec-
essary to conduct human-in-the-loop experiments. The lab facility, developed specifically for
this work, provides measurements of the human operator’s perception-action as well as vehicle
motion. The data collected includes human control inputs, visual gaze, and motion tracking for
both the human and vehicle. The captured data is synchronized and registered in a common
body centric spherical reference frame suitable for analysis.
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Next, we identified models for the perceptual and control components of the multi-loop
architecture. The pilot’s control response was characterized by identifying models for the per-
ceptual guidance and visual tracking blocks. Tau theory provided the basis for modeling per-
ceptual guidance. The concept of a tau guide was utilized to generate reference trajectories by
matching the tau guide generated control with the experimental control response. At the vi-
sual tracking level, we identified models for feed-forward and feedback control elements. The
feed-forward element was found by inverting a simplified version of the helicopter dynamics.
System identification techniques fit the control parameters for the feedback component. Gaze
was utilized as the primary sensory mechanism for measuring vehicle state and task elements.
We demonstrated how the gaze patterns can be decomposed into smooth pursuit and saccades.
These visual cues were analyzed to determine the primary visuo-motor control mechanisms in
the multi-loop human control system. We showed that the smooth pursuit gaze behavior pro-
vides a measure of the rotorcraft state necessary for stabilization and regulation. The saccades,
on the other hand, measure the gap to the goal location, which is consistent with tau theory.
Using the information extracted from gaze we designed an estimation model that tracked the
vehicle state and task elements.
Finally, we applied the models for human perception and control to a real world problem.
The first example application utilized gaze to automate positioning control of a remote camera
based on models of the human head/eye system. The architecture implements control of the
remote camera that mimics human head movement and consequently is more natural for the
operator. We evaluated the application using a version of Fitts Law that showed the system
exhibited improved performance in comparison to a fixed or manually operated camera. A
second example application augmented the control system to aid the pilot while still allowing
pilot input. The augmented control example demonstrated better performance for the accuracy,
speed, and workload metrics when compared to the other teleoperation configurations (a fixed
camera, a manually controlled camera, and a camera with automated motion).
9.2 Future Directions
The research presented in this dissertation focused on a “third-person” perspective, i.e., the
operator views both the vehicle and task from outside. The majority of the results would also
apply to a “first-person” perspective where the camera is mounted on the vehicle. The primary
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difference involves the method employed to measure the vehicle state. An interesting avenue
for future investigation would be to identify the human based visual cues necessary to estimate
motion when operating in a “first-person” configuration (see Appendix A for an approach based
on modern computer vision techniqes)
A second direction for future research involves combining the models presented in this
dissertation with work on higher level navigation. Separate research is ongoing at the Interactive
Guidance and Control Lab (IGCL) to better understand how subgoals are identified and what
triggers a switch to a new subgoal. Integrating the perceptual guidance and visual tracking
components from this dissertation with methods for higher level navigation would provide a
complete solution for more complex tasks.
Appendix A
A Vision Based Ensemble Approach to
Velocity Estimation for Miniature
Rotorcraft
This Appendix describes a technique for estimating a vehicle’s body velocities and Euler angles
that incorporates vision. The goal of the work was to understand how vision can be utilized in a
state estimation system. The work done in collaboration with Anoop Cherian proposed a novel
framework for state estimation that combines a dynamic flight model, IMU measurements, and
3D velocity estimates computed from an onboard monocular camera using computer vision.
The work differs from existing approaches in that, rather than using a single vision algorithm
to update the vehicle’s state, we capitalize on the strengths of multiple vision algorithms by
integrating them into a meta-algorithm for 3D motion estimation.
A.1 Introduction
Research efforts utilizing miniature rotorcraft are rapidly expanding from typical outdoor ap-
plications such as search and rescue, inspection, surveillance, and reconnaissance to indoor or
confined environments. Effective operation of the vehicle requires feedback control for stabi-
lizing the vehicle and damping out disturbances, at the same time allowing the human operator
to provide control inputs. This wprl considers low cost miniature rotorcraft that are suited for
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operation in indoor environments. These types of miniature rotorcraft present some unique
challenges. One significant challenge is the stringent payload limitation that restricts the sen-
sors and processing capabilities that can be mounted on the vehicle. Another challenge arises
due to operation in an enclosed environment where sensors such as GPS or magnetometers
are unreliable. As a consequence of these challenges, implementing control systems can be a
difficult problem.
In order to build a control system, estimates of the vehicle states must be available. In
general, low cost IMUs and other small footprint sensors like cameras introduce significant
measurement errors, thus making it difficult to base a control strategy on any individual sensor.
To compensate for the limitations of the individual sensors, our approach fuses information
from the dynamic vehicle model, measurements from an onboard IMU, and a camera in order
to estimate the Euler angles (roll, pitch, and yaw) and body frame velocities needed for control.
Each component provides different modalities of information and a state estimation approach
that fuses them will provide better performance than a subset of the elements.
The onboard camera enables a powerful set of motion cues for velocity estimation. How-
ever, most of the vision based motion estimation algorithms utilize only a single motion cue
(such as optical flow or large camera displacement), as a result they provide only partial infor-
mation regarding the motion. Inspired by this observation, we propose a novel ensemble ap-
proach in which we fuse together motion estimated from multiple computer vision algorithms
to get a robust estimation of the vehicle velocity direction. At this point, we would like to point
out that the visual cues cannot, by themselves, determine the 3D depth; as a result they can only
provide the direction of the vehicle velocity. Nevertheless, the proportions of the 3D velocity
contained in the direction vector provide valuable information. That is, mismatch between the
dynamic model and the physical system can result in estimation error that can accumulate and
cause drift in the states. The velocity direction allows for correction of low frequency estimation
errors as our experiments demonstrate.
Before we proceed, let us enlist the main contributions of this work. We propose an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) based state estimation framework that combines the vehicle’s dy-
namic flight model, the MEMs IMU readings and vision based estimates of the 3D velocity
direction vector from a front facing monocular camera. Next, we introduce a novel vision based
motion estimation framework that exploits the strengths of different vision algorithms into a
meta-algorithm to determine the vehicles’ unit-velocity. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
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our method via real implementations on two helicopter platforms: (i) the commercially avail-
able AR Drone system, and (ii) a coaxial helicopter platform with more challenging dynamics.
A.2 Related Work
State estimation for aerial vehicles is an established procedure when GPS and high-end IMUs
are available. Significant work exists on performing state estimation during temporary drop
outs of GPS signals [122], without using the vehicle’s dynamic model [123], or using low-cost
noisy IMU readings [124]. However, state estimation in true GPS denied environments, such as
the problem we investigate in this work, still needs attention.
Estimating the camera ego-motion (3D rotation and translation) is a well studied problem in
computer vision and a variety of techniques are available [125]. Motion estimation techniques
using an onboard monocular camera generally fall into one of the two broad categories: namely
(i) discrete time methods, and (ii) continuous time methods. The former type assumes a signif-
icant translation of the camera between a pair of consecutive images and utilizes the geometric
constraints (also called epipolar constraints) between a static world point and its projection on
the images to infer the camera motion [126]. Continuous time methods use the motion induced
intensity fields (optical flow) between consecutive images, and use structural constraints of im-
age formation (such as subspace constraints, coupling between optical flow with the vehicle’s
linear and angular velocities, etc.) to estimate the 3D motion [127]. These vision schemes
have been applied to state estimation problems in aerial vehicles before, such as in the work of
Soatto et al. [128] that uses the epipolar constraint or in [129, 130] that use flow based subspace
constraints.
In a real-world setting, especially for a 6-DOF helicopter, many of these motion estimation
algorithms based on monocular vision fail. It is not only the dynamic operating environment
that adds to the challenge, but also the influence of external noise such as jitter, radio frequency
interference, illumination variations, etc. that cause variability in feature position and false im-
age correspondences. In [131], a Kalman filter based fusion model is introduced, that not only
measures the dynamic state of a UAV operating indoors, but also estimates the wind velocity.
This system uses a downward looking camera and makes restrictive assumptions on the ground
plane. In [132], a sigma-point Kalman filter is proposed that fuses motion estimates from a
forward-looking camera, a 3-axis airspeed sensor, and an onboard IMU. They use the epipolar
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geometric algorithm, but rely on the airspeed sensor for state estimation. Unfortunately, this
sensor requires extensive calibration over the expected flight conditions and is often less appli-
cable to rotorcraft operating at low speeds. In [133], vision aided navigation systems that use
low-cost inertial sensors are proposed to operate in environments where the GPS is temporarily
denied. The approach is based around an inertial navigation system (INS) and updated based
on estimates of the 3D position of tracked features. In our work, the end goal is to use the state
estimates as part of a closed loop controller. To integrate all sources of information and ensure
a stable response with known dynamics, a dynamic model is used as the central block instead
of a simple INS system.
In [134], two cameras are integrated with an IMU to generate state estimates onboard a
micro air vehicle (MAV). A state estimation approach for MAVs using a single camera was
described in [135]. The approach fuses pose estimates obtained using VSLAMwith information
from fast sampling inertial sensors. A method of incorporating optic flow as a measurement
update for a visual-inertial state estimator was presented in [136]. The existing method that most
closely resembles the approach proposed in this work is described in [137]. The work combines
a single camera and IMU to estimate velocity and then proceeds to combine the method with
VSLAM for navigation. Our approach also uses a single camera and IMU to measure speed,
but we utilize a dynamic model of the vehicle and multiple vision algorithms. A few additional
approaches closely related to ours are [138, 139, 140] that utilize dynamic models of aerial
vehicles combined with vision based measurement updates. All these approaches use only a
single vision based motion estimation algorithm. In real world flights, individual algorithms
can have problems with specific operating environments and motions. The problem with the
individual vision algorithms is that each looks at a particular motion cue for separating the
non-linearly coupled motion parameters. To circumvent this problem and at the same time take
advantage of the higher diversity of motion cues available in front of the camera, we propose a
meta-algorithm, that fuses the velocity estimates from a small set of state-of-the-art ego-motion




The experimental facility was described in Section 3. This section provides additional details
on the helicopter platforms and sensors.
A.3.1 Helicopter Platforms
A number of potential rotorcraft platforms are commercially available in single rotor, coaxial,
and quadrotor configurations. Our two main selection criteria were: (i) small size suitable for
indoor operation, and (ii) the ability to carry a sensor suite (a payload of at least 50 grams).
Other criteria were cost and integrated electronics. One commercial rotorcraft platform that
meets these requirements is the AR Drone quadrotor, which is small enough (52.5 x 51.5 cm,
420 grams) and includes all the necessary onboard sensors. The AR Drone also provides on-
board processing for stabilization that includes fusion of optical flow from a downward cam-
era with inertial measurements [141]. For this work only the raw measurements from the AR










Figure A.1: Helicopter platforms: (a) the AR Drone quadrotor platform, and (b) the coaxial
helicopter platform based on the Blade CX2 showing the state variables defined in the dynamic
model.
The primary quantities of interest in this work are the estimated body velocities for the
rotorcraft platforms. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our velocity estimation approach for a
diverse set of rotorcraft configurations, two platforms with significantly different dynamics were
investigated. The two platforms show that the proposed estimation method is applicable to the
full range of miniature rotorcraft. The first platform, the AR Drone, provides a simple dynamic
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response. The second platform, a coaxial helicopter based on the Blade CX2 from E-Flite1 ,
had significantly more complex dynamics. The Blade CX2 has a rotor diameter of 34.5 cm, a
height of 18.3 cm, and weighs 220 g (with battery). Figure A.1(b) shows the modified Blade
CX2 equipped with a video camera. For more details on this platform, see [91].
A.3.2 Sensors
The test vehicles include a range sensor for altitude measurement, a forward facing camera, and
an IMU for motion and pose estimation. The IMU onboard the vehicle provides measurements
of the angular rates and accelerations of the body frame. To generate the Euler angles based on
the IMU measurements, a complementary filter was applied. The complementary filter is a sim-
ple approach that combines angle measurements based on the accelerometers’ low frequency
response with integrated gyro measurements (that capture the higher frequencies) [142]. Ex-
perimental testing shows that the response of the complementary filter accurately matches the
actual Euler angles (as provided by the Vicon system).
During circular trajectories the gravitational direction measured by the IMU will be incor-
rect (due to centripetal force). Consequently, the attitude estimate generated by the comple-
mentary filter will be inaccurate during such maneuvers. Improved attitude estimation could
have been achieved by incorporation of the roll and pitch angles into the filter framework dis-
cussed later in the appendix, but this was deemed unnecessary for the current system because
the specific motion that causes the issue was not a significant component of the experimental
trials.
Using the Euler angles, the acceleration due to gravity can be removed from the IMU’s
accelerometer measurements to get the accelerations in the body frame. To improve the IMU
measurements, a calibration procedure is applied before each flight test. The resulting mea-
surements of the angles and body velocities are provided as inputs (or updates) for the state
estimation algorithm.
A.4 Dynamic Models
This section provides an overview of the dynamic models for the two rotorcraft from Sec-
tion A.3.1. The coaxial is more complex due to the coupling between the two rotors, flybar, and
1 http://www.horizonhobby.com
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fuselage motion. For the AR Drone and coaxial vehicles, the control inputs are given by:
u(k) =
h
ulon(k) ulat(k) ucol(k) uped(k)
iT
(A.1)
where ucol controls the height, uped the heading, ulon the longitudinal velocity, and ulat the
lateral velocity. The basic structure of the algorithm for estimating state information is shown
in Figure A.2 where u, v, and w are the body velocities, ax, ay, and az are body accelerations, and











ax, ay, az, p, q, r





Figure A.2: Block diagram of the state estimation approach.
The structure of the algorithm for state estimation integrates complementary sources of in-
formation. The dynamic model provides structure for the state estimates based on real world
dynamics while the IMU measurements correct for higher frequency errors. The vision algo-
rithm compensates for low frequency errors caused by modeling error or drift in the states.
A.4.1 AR Drone
For the experimental evaluation described in this work, the onboard control loops on the AR
Drone were left in place. The dynamic model of the quadrotor (including the feedback control
loops) was identified using frequency sweep data for the longitudinal and lateral control in-
puts. The model parameters given in Table A.1 were identified by first extracting the frequency
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responses and then fitting these with transfer functions using FRESPID and NAVFIT tools in
CIFER respectively [94]. The state and noise vectors are given by xˆ=
h






. The second order transfer function equations from control inputs
to vehicle velocities (u, v, w) are given in (A.2). The measurement updates for the state esti-
mator come from the onboard accelerometer, zero velocity updates based on optical flow, and





Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
Uu -4.471 Uu˙ -6.567 Ulon 24.05
Vv -5.481 Vv˙ -6.581 Vlat 22.56
Ww -36.06 Ww˙ -12.02 Wcol -28.34
Table A.1: Model parameters for the AR Drone dynamic model.
A.4.2 Coaxial Helicopter
The dynamic model structure used in this appendix is based on previous work on modeling and
characterizing the dynamics of miniature rotorcraft [87, 95]. The helicopter control inputs are
measured at each time step. Based on these control signals, one can integrate the helicopter
equations of motion forward in time to obtain an estimate of the vehicle’s actual state.
The dynamic model identified in [87] provides a set of linearized equations of motion for the
helicopter and has the form shown in (A.5). The relation of the state variables to the helicopter
body is shown in Figure A.1(b). The numerical values of aerodynamic, control derivatives and
model parameters listed in Table A.2 were taken from [87]. The coefficients t and ts are the
rotors’ and stabilizer bar time constants, respectively. In the model, the stabilizer bar and upper
rotor were combined and represented by c and d states (aerodynamic effects like those discussed
in [143] are ignored). The state vector shown in (A.3) includes the Euler angles (f , q , y), the
angular rates (p, q, r), the flapping angles (a, b, c, d), and the body velocities (u, v, w).
xˆ=
h




The noise vector is given by
w =
h
wp wq wr wa wb wc wd wu wv ww
iT
: (A.4)
f˙ = p; q˙ = q; y˙ = r; p˙= Lbb+Ldd+wp
q˙=Maa+Mcc+wq; r¨ = Rr˙ r˙+Rrr+Rpeduped +wr
a˙= q  at +Alonulon+Alatulat +Auu+wa
b˙= p  bt +Blonulon+Blatulat +Bvv+wb
c˙= q  cts ; d˙ = p  dts
u˙= Xuu+Xqq ; v˙= Yvv+Yff
w˙= Zww+Zcolucol
(A.5)
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
Lb 265.4 Alat -2.908 Xu -0.446
Ma 189.6 Bv -2.141 Xq -9.810
Au 2.289 Blon -2.232 Yv -0.604
Alon -4.157 Blat 4.900 Yphi 9.810
Mc 154.5 Ld 186.2 ts 0.559
Zw -1.36 Zcol -10.0 t 0.028
Table A.2: Miniature helicopter aerodynamic and control derivatives (units are in degrees and
meters).
The measurement updates for the state estimator use the Euler angles calculated using the
complimentary filter, zero velocity updates, and velocity direction updates from the computer
vision algorithms.
A.5 Velocity Direction Estimation Using Computer Vision
The translational velocity of a helicopter estimated using an IMU alone will drift due to noise
and errors in the accelerations resulting from corrections for gravity. Consequently, another
measurement modality to update the estimate is essential. Computer vision provides a com-
plementary source of velocity information. Since the scene depth cannot be estimated using a
monocular camera, the computer vision algorithms cannot find the magnitude of vehicle veloc-
ity, instead a velocity direction vector is identified and used as an observation for state estima-
tion. It is seen that a single vision algorithm might not be sufficient for robust estimation of
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the translational velocity given the diversity of the scenes in front of the camera. For example,
optical flow based algorithms work best for estimating instantaneous velocities, while epipolar
geometry is superior when the camera translation is large. Thus, a fusion of these disparate vi-
sion algorithms can capitalize on the strengths of the individual algorithms and provide robust
ego-motion estimation. In the following subsections, we will elucidate these vision algorithms
in detail, before introducing our velocity fusion framework.
A.5.1 Computing Point Correspondences
The first step in any vision based motion estimation algorithm is to compute point correspon-
dences across successive video frames; these correspondences are later decomposed into the ve-
locity components. Two significant problems need to be addressed at this stage: (i) robustness of
the feature descriptors and (ii) real time computation of these descriptors. After experimenting
with several popular methods, we selected the recently introduced Binary Robust Independent
Elementary Feature (BRIEF) descriptors [144]. These descriptors are computationally efficient,
robust and take much less storage (128–512 bits) than other popular methods.
A.5.2 Epipolar Geometry
(a) (b)
Figure A.3: (a) Illustration of the epipolar constraint. The camera centersC1 andC2, along with
the world point X , lie on the same epipolar plane. (b) Schema showing the relation between the
3D velocity components and the optical flow.
One of the most popular vision algorithms for ego-motion estimation is based on epipolar
geometry [125]. The algorithm assumes the camera motion is smooth and the environment is
stationary. It takes as input the point correspondences computed between two successive video
frames. Assuming a pinhole model, suppose the camera center moves from a world point C1
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to C2. Further, let x and y represent the homogeneous image coordinates of a stationary world
point X projected onto the camera image plane atC1 andC2 respectively. Then, epipolar geom-
etry says that the camera centers and the world point are coplanar. This coplanarity constraint
can be written in terms of two corresponding points x and y as:
xTFey= 0; (A.6)
where Fe is called the Fundamental matrix. It is well-known [126] that Fe can be written as:
Fe = RS (A.7)
where R is the 33 rotation matrix of camera motion and S is the skew-symmetric representa-







Note that, for tractability of the solution, the translation vector is normalized to unity. Given
eight or more point correspondences between the two images, we use the Gold Standard al-
gorithm in conjunction with RANSAC to robustly estimate Fe [125], from which the rotation
matrix R and the unit translation vector T can be derived using simple linear algebra [125].
Unfortunately, the signs of the dimensions of T are generally unpredictable in practice (due to
errors in computing the point correspondences). We will tackle this problem in Section A.6.2.
Although the epipolar algorithm is computationally simple, it has several disadvantages as
listed below:
1. It assumes that there is sufficient translation of the camera, which is not always the case.
For example, if the motion is a pure rotation, then epipolar geometry will still produce a
unit magnitude translation vector due to the vector normalization and numerical errors.
2. It often uses a RANSAC step for estimating the fundamental matrix robustly, in which
multiple motion models are fit to subsets of the point correspondences to make the fit ro-
bust to outliers. When there is significant noise in the images, a large number of iterations
are required to find good fitting models, demanding high computational load.
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Alternative ego-motion estimation algorithms that can help circumvent these fundamental
issues will be described in the following subsections. Our primary criteria for selecting these
algorithms is to consider different assumptions about the scene in front of the camera, since
a single assumption or visual cue might not be sufficient for a real world application of the
system.
A.5.3 Optical Flow
Optical flow is one such cue for ego-motion estimation. Unlike the geometric method, optical
flow algorithms work on instantaneous (differential) velocities, which means that they are more
suited in situations where the motion of the helicopter is small. In this work, we investigate
the less commonly used fundamental equation of optical flow. Although, optical flow is very
popular in computer vision for estimating the image motion across frames, we would like to
emphasize that we are dealing with algorithms for computing the 3D camera motion from the
2D optical flow vectors. Towards this end, we chose two potential algorithms: namely (i) the
Kanatani’s renormalization method and (ii) the linear subspace algorithm. Further, assuming
we have reasonably accurate estimates of the vehicle’s angular velocity, we propose a simple
scheme for 3D unit-velocity estimation method using the fundamental equation of flow, which
we call the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) method on flow. In the following, we briefly
review the basics of optical flow, before discussing each of these algorithms in detail.
Given two consecutive images from the onboard camera, optical flow describes the instanta-
neous motion field of image intensities between the two images as a result of the camera motion
[145]. Suppose I(x;y; t) signifies the image intensity at coordinates x= (x;y) and time t. If this
intensity moves to y= (x+dx;y+dy) at time t+d t due to camera motion, then we have:
I(x+dx;y+dy; t+d t) = I(x;y; t): (A.9)











A.5.4 Epipolar Equation of Optical Flow
Assume in the following that V and W are the camera linear and angular velocities, and let I
represent a 33 identity matrix. With reference to Figure A.3(b), let a world point O(t), having
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a corresponding image coordinate represented by x, is moved to the point O(t+Dt) as a result
of a translation T =VDt and rotation R= I+W IDt. Then, at O(t+Dt) the new image point
y is approximately (to the first order) given by:
y= x+ x˙Dt: (A.11)
Here, we assume x˙ represents the optical flow at the image coordinate x. Using the epipolar
constraint from the previous section, we have:
jx;T;Ryj= 0; (A.12)
where (A.12) is a triple product. Substituting for T and Ry, we have:
jx; x˙;V j+(V x)T (Wx) = 0; (A.13)
which can further be written as:
Tr














Following [146], separating the known and unknown variables in (A.14); let
M= xxT + x˙xT  xx˙T (A.15)
Fo = (V TW)I  12(VW
T +WV T )+V  I; (A.16)
then (A.14) can be rewritten as:
Tr(MTFo) = 0: (A.17)
Here Fo is called the flow matrix. Assuming the velocity vector is normalized to unity and under
suitable decomposability conditions, it can be shown that the linear and angular velocities can
be estimated separately from (A.17) (see p.329 [146] for the proof).
A.5.5 Maximum Likelihood Estimator Method on Flow
When the vehicle’s angular velocity is known, we may estimate the unit-translation vector with
better accuracy. In this section, we propose a method to achieve this. Our scheme is a variant
of prior methods proposed in p.94 [147] and [136, 137], but differs in that we use a maximum
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likelihood estimation for computing the unit velocity, while the prior methods directly solve
the epipolar equation for the two unknowns in the 3D velocity vector. Assuming homogeneous
image coordinates given by x = [x y 1]T and the corresponding flow vectors by x˙ = [x˙ y˙ 0]T ,




ATV subject to kVk= 1; (A.18)
where A is a 3N matrix generated from N optical flow vectors, such that the i-th column of







The components of Ai are obtained by expanding and collecting the terms in (A.13) correspond-
ing to the i-th image co-ordinates and its respective optical flow. The formulation in (A.18) can
be solved using an SVD decomposition on AT and choosing the right singular vector corre-
sponding to the smallest singular value as V .
A.5.6 Linear Subspace Method
A drawback of the above methods is that a large set of optical flow vectors are required for the
statistical estimation of the noise model and the corresponding renormalization, which might
not always be feasible in practice. To accommodate for this situation, we apply a subspace
method in this work. This technique [127] is based on the simple observation that there exists
a bilinear relationship between the unknown depth of the 3D points and the motion parameters,
such that each of them can be estimated by fixing the others, there-by solving each unknown
variable independently.
The method has been shown to be quite robust to random errors in the flow computation
and does not assume smoothness or planarity in the scene. The basic idea of the algorithm
is as follows: using a pin-hole camera model with the camera focal length f , an image point









Assuming the camera moves in a static scene, and using the notation for the linear and angular
velocities from the previous sections, the motion of the point P can be expressed as:
P˙= (WP+V ): (A.21)
Now, taking the derivative of (A.20) and substituting in (A.21), we have
x˙= (1=Z)A(x;y)V +B(x;y)W (A.22)
where A(x;y) =
"
  f 0 x





(xy)= f  ( f + x2= f ) y
( f + y2= f )  (xy)= f  x
#
: (A.23)
It can be shown that by a rearrangement of terms, (A.22) can be rewritten as
x˙=C(V )x (A.24)
where C(V ) is a matrix with the matrices A(V ) and B as columns for all the image coordinates
at which the flow is computed, and x is a vector of unknowns corresponding to the rotation
and the depth variables. This is a bilinear problem with variables grouped in such a manner
that it can be optimized separately. In [127], a simple least squares solution is proposed on a
discretized solution space that minimizes the error residual between the optical flow vectors and
the estimated variables. This algorithm was seen to be robust to noise, works for sparse flow,
and at the same time is computationally fast.
A.5.7 Stationary Hover
Another method to estimate the motion is to detect stationary hover. That is, if the average of the
absolute flow in the image coordinates in both the horizontal and vertical directions is below
a small threshold, the rotorcraft is assumed to be in a stable hover with the velocity vector
estimated as zero. This allows for measurement updates directly to the velocity states and helps
to correct for drift or model errors.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.4: A.4(a) shows the fusion of various vision algorithms for an improved translational
velocity estimate. The fusion is implemented using a covariance intersection filter. A.4(b) shows
the cuboid histogram for estimating sign of the velocity vector.
A.6 Ensemble Approach to Robust Motion Estimation
As we alluded to earlier, individual vision algorithms utilize disparate motion cues for 3D unit-
velocity estimation. For each new image captured from the onboard camera, point correspon-
dences are found between the current and the previous image with the result input to each of
the vision algorithms. All the valid outputs from the algorithms are then fused together. In this
section, we propose a novel framework for fusing all the vision algorithms for robust estima-
tion. Figure A.4(a) provides an overview of our framework. We assume that each algorithm
outputs a 3 3 covariance matrix quantifying its confidence of the unit-velocity estimate. We
use the respective velocity mean and this sample covariance for fusion. Since each algorithm
uses the same data (scene) in front of the camera, each estimate cannot be considered indepen-
dent measurements and therefore cannot be used directly in the Kalman filter. Instead we first
fuse the estimates using a standard covariance intersection filter [148]. The velocity is subse-
quently updated within the Kalman filter based on the fused velocity direction. The covariance
intersection filter performs the fusion of the covariance and velocity using














; en = tr(Sn) (A.26)
where vˆn and Sn are the velocity direction estimates and covariances from the different vision
algorithms, while vˆ and S represent the fused velocity and its covariance.
There are a few important practical challenges that need to be addressed in our fusion frame-
work. Note that the unit-velocity measurement from each vision algorithm is weighted by its
confidence covariance matrix. Unfortunately, we do not get this matrix directly from the vision
algorithms. A second issue regards the sign of the velocity vector. Due to noise, numerical er-
rors, and rank deficiency of the fundamental matrix, the sign of the unit-velocity vector cannot
be determined reliably. In the following subsections, we provide statistical heuristics to amelio-
rate these deficiencies. The final unit-velocity resulting from the fusion framework is validated
by comparing it to the predicted observation from the state estimator and discarded if it falls
outside a threshold ellipsoid defined by the eigenvalues of the inverse innovation covariance.
A.6.1 Covariance Estimation Via Monte Carlo Simulations
To estimate the confidence covariance of each of the motion estimation algorithms we utilize
Monte Carlo simulations. Assume that we have a large set Q of point correspondences, such
that jQj = N. Define random subsets Q j  Q; j = 1;2;    ;L such that jQ jj = m, where m is
heuristically set to double the number of points required by a typical 3D velocity estimation
algorithm (such as 16 in case of epipolar geometry). Next, we feed the point correspondences
in Q j for each algorithm An;n = f1;2;3;4g and gather the respective velocity estimates. Let
the estimates be denoted as v jn corresponding to the n-th algorithm and j-th sample set. Then













jv jnj  vˆnjv jnj  vˆnT : (A.27)
As we pointed out above, the sign of the velocity vector might not be reliable, as a result we use
only the absolute-magnitude.
A.6.2 Statistical Estimation of Velocity Sign
The second important problem, when fusing multiple unit-velocity estimates, is the determina-
tion of the sign of the individual 3D directions. The main difficulty is that all the vision methods
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are based on the SVD of a rank-deficient matrix, in which the solution vector is identified as the
right singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular value. In the presence of noise on
the matched features, this singular value fluctuates around zero. Since even the smallest numer-
ical error can cause a change in the sign of the respective singular vector, this estimate is not
reliable. Assuming the signs are corrupted by uniformly distributed noise, we employ statistical
noise cancellation methods.
Towards this end, we propose the following maximal voting scheme. The signs of unit-
velocity vectors in each Monte Carlo simulation is used to vote on a bin in a 2 2 2 accu-
mulator cuboid, where each bin of the cuboid corresponds to a binary triplet as shown in the
Figure A.4(b). The signs corresponding to the largest accumulator bin is used as the direction
estimate.
A.7 Experimental Validation
This section starts with simulation based analysis and validation of the performance of the
vision algorithms proposed in this work. Following, results from two real-world experiments
are presented: (i) for the AR Drone, and (ii) for a coaxial helicopter. The example applications
demonstrate the benefits of the vision based ensemble approach. In future work, the approach
can be integrated into more complex state estimators.
The vision processing and estimation algorithms were implemented on a basestation to
produce velocity estimates in near real-time. The basestation utilized an Intel Core 2 Quad
CPU Q9300 running at 2.5 GHz. It should be noted that the computing resources were not
computationally constrained. The goal of this appendix is to investigate how a vision based
ensemble approach improves velocity estimation and did not focus on optimizing computational
requirements.
A.7.1 Simulation Testing of Vision Algorithms
To better understand the performance of the vision algorithms, experiments using simulated
data under various conditions were conducted. The five properties of the algorithms we de-
cided to study were: (i) the number of point correspondences per frame pair, (ii) increasing
translation of the camera in X direction (in the body frame) while keeping the translations in Y
and Z directions fixed, (iii) increasing translation of the camera in Z while translations in the
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other two directions fixed, (iv) increasing angular velocity along a fixed axis, while keeping the
true translations fixed, and (v) increasing the per-pixel noise for fixed angular and translational
velocities. These five experiments reflect our primary motivation to come up with the meta-
algorithm for this problem. Results for each experiment are shown in Figures A.5(a)- A.5(e)
respectively. Finally, in Figure A.5(f), we show the processing time taken by each algorithm
to compute the translation against an increasing number of feature points. As a baseline, all
the experiments generated a random set of 1K 3D points, a camera projection matrix using a
known translation and rotation was simulated and used to capture 40 corresponding point pairs
that appear in the field of view of both cameras. The resulting feature points are then fed into
each algorithm. Noise of 2 pixel standard deviation was added to the matching image points to
simulate a real-world setting. The error was computed between the estimated unit translation
vector and the true normalized translation for 1K trials for each algorithm.
As is clear from the plots, the MLE method is quite robust to noise compared to other meth-
ods and performs best for motions in the X and Z directions alone, but it is computationally
expensive when compared to other methods due to the SVD step. Surprisingly, the performance
of MLE drops as the angular velocity goes up. As expected, the epipolar method works best
when the camera motion is significant in the X or Y directions, while the linear subspace is
reliable when the motion is large along the Z axis. Overall, we found that the Kanatani renor-
malization method is the most stable among all the methods we tried, and it was seen to be the
most reliable when estimating the sign of the components in the estimated translation. In short,
these experiments demonstrate how complementary the algorithms are and motivate fusion of
multiple algorithms to achieve robust state estimation.
A.7.2 Experiments with Simulated Test Flights
A near photo-realistic simulator provided an environment for experimental testing of vision
updates under scenarios outside the scope of the physical lab [98]. The simulator utilized the
dynamics of the coaxial helicopter described in Section A.4.2 and generated images from a
simulated camera rigidly mounted to the vehicle. The pilot maneuvered the helicopter down a
long hallway while attempting to keep a constant velocity and then returned to the starting area.
Since the vision based updates only use the direction component of the velocity, a potential
problem exists when operating with a uniform constant velocity. Under constant velocity the
vision updates would be unable to correct offset errors. However, in practice, even when a
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Figure A.5: Plots show the RMSE of each vision algorithm for: A.5(a) increasing number of
point correspondences per frame pair, A.5(b) increasing motion only in X direction, A.5(c)
increasing motion in Z direction, A.5(d) increasing rotation with fixed translation and A.5(e)
increasing image pixel noise. Plot A.5(f) compares the processing time against increasing num-
ber of corresponding points to be processed.
pilot attempts to keep a constant velocity there are variations. These variations allow the vision
based estimation system to track the velocities accurately over a long period of near constant
velocity as shown in Figure A.6(a). Another observation from Figure A.6(a) is that there is a
slight decrease in the estimation performance during the middle of the trial where the helicopter
performed a rotation to reverse the direction of travel. This is due to few point correspondences
being identified during the time of high rotational velocity resulting in a limited number of
vision updates.
The vision based updates can be visualized by comparing the directional components with
the directional components of the actual velocity. Figure A.6(c) shows the vision updates after
fusion of the different algorithms. The vision updates follow the actual values with some level
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Figure A.6: Simulated flight results: A.6(a) shows the estimated and actual velocities u and v
while flying down a hallway, A.6(b) shows estimates for uerr and verr when using single vision
algorithms compared with the fusion approach, A.6(c) shows the directional components of the
vision based updates, and A.6(d) plots the simulated closed loop velocity control showing the
estimated, actual, and desired velocities.
of variance. The variance results from noise added to the simulation in order to approximate
real performance.
To demonstrate the benefits of fusing multiple vision algorithms a simulated experiment
was conducted using each of the vision algorithms independently. The estimation error was cal-
culated for each algorithm and then compared with the results from the fusion. Figure A.6(b)
shows the estimated velocities when using two of the vision algorithms independently along
with the velocity estimates from the fusion. Table A.3 provides the statistical performance eval-
uation. As seen in the table, the velocity estimation using the fusion shows improved perfor-
mance over any of the individual algorithms, providing evidence that the individual algorithms
provide different information that may be complementary. To compare to similar state-of-the-
art results, the simulated velocity estimation can be compared to the approach in [137]. The
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approach also uses a single camera and an IMU, but it only incorporates a single vision algo-
rithm. The estimates for the simulated approach in [137] had an RMS error for the velocity (u,v)
of [0.044, 0.050] m/s. Our approach has a similar performance when using only the epipolar
algorithm (the one most similar to [137]) with an RMS error of [0.042, 0.044] m/s. When using
the fused vision algorithms, our RMS error improved to [0.026, 0.031] m/s.






Table A.3: RMS error (compares vectors of estimated velocities with actual velocities) for
individual and fused vision algorithms.
To further establish the capabilities of the proposed approach, additional experiments were
conducted using the velocity estimates for closed loop control. Control loops were implemented
to maintain the desired velocity for the simulated helicopter. The pilot provided the reference
velocity using a joystick. Figure A.6(d) shows the estimated, actual, and the desired reference
velocities.
A.7.3 Real-world Experiments
In this section, we showcase experimental results after implementing our state estimation algo-
rithm for the two helicopter platforms, namely (i) an AR Drone and (ii) a co-axial helicopter
platform. Refer to Section A.3 for details regarding these platforms and the experimental setup.
In our real-world experiments, we found that the number of point correspondences generally
fell between 20 and 40. Each vision algorithm was run 30 times on sub-samples of these point
sets for the Monte Carlo simulations and we could still achieve 20 frames per second processing
performance for the entire vision module.
AR Drone: To test the rotorcraft state estimation performance an AR Drone quadrotor was
flown in a lab setting. Figure A.7(a) shows the results from the flight test comparing the cases of
the dynamic model by itself (propagated), after applying measurement updates from the IMU,
and after applying vision based updates. Table A.4 shows the statistical improvement obtained
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by applying the vision updates. The values shown are the square root of the MSE found by
comparing the vectors of estimated velocities with the velocities measured by the Vicon system
(using the goodnessOfFit function in Matlab).




Table A.4: RMS error (compares vectors of estimated velocities with actual velocities) for the
AR Drone.
Coaxial Helicopter: The coaxial helicopter was used as a representative example for rotor-
craft with more complex dynamics. Figure A.7(b) shows the state estimation performance when
combining an IMU, camera, and dynamics. Table A.5 shows the statistics for the improvement
obtained by applying the vision based updates.







































































Figure A.7: Figures A.7(a) and A.7(b) show velocities uerr, verr, and werr estimated for an AR
Drone and a coaxial helicopter respectively.
Experiment RMS error (m/s)
IMU Update 0.8456
Vision Update 0.7667
Table A.5: RMS error (compares vectors of estimated velocities with actual velocities) for the
coaxial platform.
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A.7.4 Discussion of Results
The AR Drone experiment looked at the scenario where error in the input signals (due to poorly
trimmed control inputs) resulted in an offset to the velocity estimates generated by the dynamic
model. The experimental results in Table A.4 show that the vision updates can help correct
these offsets. The forward error (uerr) after vision updates, shown in Figure A.7(a), has an
error magnitude that largely stays less than 0.3 m/s with a slight negative bias. In the lateral
direction (verr), the error magnitude stays less than 0.5 m/s with little bias. The magnitude of
the error is largely due to low resolution of the captured images (320x240 pixels) while the
bias results from the poorly trimmed control signals. A disturbance followed by a short loss
of communication (no control or IMU updates, but video still transmitted) occurs around 42 s.
As a result, the propagated uerr and the verr after IMU updates grow large. This demonstrates
that the propagated model and IMU updates by themselves can lead to poor velocity estimates
during communication dropouts. If the video is still available, vision based updates can help
correct for the velocity errors as seen in Figure A.7(a).
The coaxial experimental result shows how the approach performs for a vehicle with sig-
nificantly more complex dynamics. In the experiment, the Euler angles that result in a hover
state include a bias, which causes an offset in the velocity estimates produced by the dynamic
model. This problem is universal for rotorcraft models based on a steady-state hover condition.
Changes to the location of the center of gravity also changes the bias of the angles. As seen in
Figure A.7(b), the vision updates attempt to move the velocity estimates back towards the actual
velocity, but the frequency of the updates is not sufficient to keep the estimates from drifting
between the vision based updates. The low frequency of the vision updates, and corresponding
large estimation error, is due to noise on the captured images resulting in not enough point cor-
respondences to run the vision algorithms. The images are transmitted using a low power analog
wireless video transmitter operating in the 5.8 GHz range with interference causing a significant
amount of noise on the captured images. In addition, vibration of the camera during operation
causes slight blurring of the images making identification of point correspondences challeng-
ing. Nevertheless, after applying the vision updates the velocity estimates are improved as seen
in Table A.5. This indicates that the approach can also help compensate for modeling errors
if the measurements are available at a sufficiently high rate. In general, we observe that vision
updates help correct low frequency errors in the states, while the IMU corrects medium to high
frequency errors. The dynamic model, the IMU updates and vision provide complementary
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information for state estimation.
The error in the velocity estimates changes based on the update frequency of the vision al-
gorithms and the accuracy of the velocity direction measurements. Figure A.8(a) shows how
the 3s error bounds change as the level of noise on the vision based measurements increases.
The sv value is the standard deviation of the noise added to each element of the velocity direc-
tion vector. Figure A.8(b) demonstrates the importance of the frequency of the measurement
updates provided by the vision algorithms. When the frequency drops to 1 update per second,
the error bounds become large.




















































Figure A.8: Figures A.8(a) and A.8(b) show the 3s error bounds for the velocity u under
changing levels of noise on the vision based velocity direction measurements and changing
update rates (frames per second).
A.8 Conclusions
This appendix describes a novel state estimation framework for miniature rotorcraft based on
the Extended Kalman Filter. The system combines the dynamic model of the vehicle with
IMU measurements and vision-based unit-velocity estimates. To leverage upon the strengths of
multiple visual cues, we propose a novel ensemble approach to 3D unit-velocity estimation that
fuses together multiple state-of-the-art vision based motion estimation algorithms. The synergy
achieved by this combination is experimentally validated in simulations, as well as, real-world
flight settings for two helicopter platforms, namely the AR Drone and a coaxial helicopter.
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